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Abstract
Price dispersion across buyers within product categories is commonly explained by quality
differences in international trade. I use a uniquely fine-grained trade dataset which includes
seller names and product descriptions to decompose price dispersion while accounting for quality. Surprisingly, I find substantial residual price variation across buyers of nearly identical
products from the same seller. I show these price residuals are strongly negatively correlated
with buyer size, which explains 25% of price dispersion across buyers. This is not driven by
scale economies or intra-firm trade and suggests market-power mechanisms. To rationalize this
finding, I integrate basic industrial organization models into an international trade framework.
I show classic oligopolistic price discrimination and oligopsony both imply a positive buyer size
- price relationship and cannot explain my findings. However, the data is consistent with price
discrimination if larger buyers have outside options that allow them to demand discounts from
their suppliers. This has three implications. First, by countervailing the market power of sellers,
larger buyers can increase pass-through of global shocks along value chains. Second, countervailing power upstream gives further advantage to initially more productive firms downstream thus
increasing firm heterogeneity. Third, larger buyers gain more from output trade liberalization
through additional input price reductions.
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Introduction

In the face of new and more granular firm-level data, a recurring finding is that firms charge
different prices to different buyers: a violation of the Law of One Price. The existing trade literature
has overwhelmingly explained this through a theory that different destination countries demand
different qualities of goods, and that the price variation across buyers is accounted for by differences
in qualities. In other words, the Law of One Price is not in fact violated because the goods being
sold are different. However, another and perhaps even more natural explanation for the firm-tofirm price variation, is that the goods are in fact the same but firms discriminate across different
buyers. This alternative explanation for the price patterns in trade has been demonstrated to be
valid in the firm-to-end-consumer context by Simonovska (2015), and has been studied extensively
in an industrial organization literature that dates back as early as Robinson (1933). It would
also seem natural then that discrimination could also occur in firm-to-firm transactions, which has
been studied by industrial organization economists since at least Katz (1987). There are countless
anecdotal examples of different firms obtaining different input prices from domestic suppliers: WalMart, for example, is notorious for their lower input prices for identical goods. This paper argues
that the variation of prices across buyers, conditional on the product’s quality, is systematic in
international firm-to-firm transactions.
In this paper, I use a new fine-grained transaction-level customs dataset to study the sources
of price variation across importers. Detailed information on sellers, product brands, and their
descriptions previously unexploited by researchers allows me to document novel patterns of price
dispersion illustrated on Figure I. Figure Ia shows a density plot of coefficients of variation in prices
within narrow product categories from the same seller. It represents surprisingly large deviations
from the Law of One Price, which predicts zero coefficients of variation, even in a subsample of
relatively homogeneous goods, where the average coefficient of variation is around 60%. Figure Ib
shows the relationship between mean log price deviations from product-seller averages of imported
vehicles and importer size relative to the annual average. It shows that, accounting for the product
and seller, larger importers consistently pay lower prices, in violation of the Law of One Price. I
show that both these patterns hold for most imported products and cannot be fully explained by
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quality variation, scale economies, and intra-firm trade, but suggest market-power mechanisms.

(a) Sellers substantially vary prices within narrow
product categories (HS8)

(b) Larger buyers pay lower average prices,
conditional on product (HS8) and seller (vehicles)

Figure I.
Large within-seller variation of prices is to a large extent explained by the negative buyer size price relationship
Notes: Coefficients of variation were calculated by dividing variation of unit values within HS8-Seller categories over
its mean. Only COVs of HS8-Seller categories with at least two buyers were included in the histogram. HS8-Seller
categories with COV above two were assigned a value of 2, for exposition purposes. Vertical lines illustrate average
COV across HS8-Seller categories that include homogeneous and differentiated products, as classified by Rauch (1999).
Buyer-size – price relationship is plotted for passenger vehicles (HS4 “8703”), for exposition purposes. The vertical
access is a buyer-specific geometric average of price deviations from HS8-Seller average.

To understand these mechanisms and their implications, I allow for various market structures
studied in industrial organization in a standard international trade environment. I develop a theoretical framework, in which oligopoly, oligopsony or a hybrid market structure arise in an upstream
sector under different exogenous technological parameters of firms in a downstream sector. I show
classic price discrimination under oligopoly and variation in buyer power under oligopsony both
imply a positive buyer-size - price relationship. This is because a price discriminating oligopolist
charges higher prices to buyers with larger demand and because larger oligopsonists internalize
higher marginal costs arising from scale diseconomies. However, if, unlike smaller buyers, larger
buyers of an oligopolist, have outside options, they can use these options to threaten the oligopolist
and receive a discount.
The unique feature of this framework is that, for the same market structure downstream, it yields
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differential predictions on price dispersion across market structures upstream. I use these predictions to distinguish between different market-power-based sources of price dispersion in the data
without imposing any structural assumptions. Using theoretically consistent observable measures
of buyer size, I find that the negative buyer-size – price relationship is consistent with price discrimination, when larger downstream buyers use a credible replacement threat to get discounts from
their oligopolistic sellers. I show that this finding is not driven by measurement error, economies
of scale in production and transportation, and long-term contractual relationships between firms.
I demonstrate that the market-power mechanisms behind buyer-size discounts are different
from and complementary to the mechanisms behind buyer’s choice of imported goods’ quality. I
document the same negative buyer-size – price relationship, conditional not only on the seller’s
name, but also, brand name, per-unit weight, and its country of origin as product’s characteristics.
Beyond that, in a subsample of highly-differentiated passenger vehicles, I show that larger importers
pay less to the same seller for both used and new vehicles of the same brand, model, model’s trim,
engine type and size, and year of fabrication. I find that buyer-size discounts conditional on the
seller and detailed product characteristics coexist with the selection of larger buyers into importing
the same products from more expensive sellers.
In my data, larger importers and importers of larger quantities pay less for nearly identical
products to the same seller in most markets. I use variation in buyer-size discounts across markets and within-markets over time, to test the proposed mechanism behind them. If the observed
buyer-size discounts are a result of mark-up variation, they are expected to change in response to
competition among sellers. Moreover, if larger buyers get lower prices through a credible replacement threat, then buyer-size discounts are more likely in markets with many alternative sellers as
buyers’ outside options. In line with these hypotheses and in support of the proposed mechanism,
I find that buyer-size discounts are sensitive to the level of seller competition: more competition
results in larger discounts.
My findings have several implications. First, buyer-size discounts imply that buyers can countervail the market power of large sellers. It means that large downstream firms can increase the
pass-through of global shocks through the economy, despite it being limited by seller’s market
power. Second, when initially more productive firms get better input prices from their suppliers,
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they get a further advantage over their initially less productive rivals in the output market. In other
words, buyer-size discounts in upstream markets increase the dispersion of measured firm productivities in downstream markets. As a result, standard estimates of firm productivities that do not
take into account firms’ countervailing power in their inputs markets have an upward input-price
bias. Third, because firm size affects its input prices, scale effects of output trade liberalization
can enable firms to get lower input prices, conditional on quality. Importantly, initially larger
downstream firms are more likely to leverage an increase in their size as a result of output trade
liberalization and get lower input prices.
This paper contributes to several strands of the literature across multiple fields of economics
research. First, it contributes to the literature on firm heterogeneity in international trade. While
most studies focus on firm heterogeneity of either importers (Antras et al. (2017), Blaum et al.
(2018)) or exporters (Melitz (2003), Manova and Zhang (2012)), I study joint buyer and seller
heterogeneity in international trade. I abstract from a matching process between heterogeneous
buyers and sellers studied by Bernard et al. (2018) and Bernard et al. (2019), and explore the role
of buyer heterogeneity in price dispersion among buyers matched with the same seller. My results
suggest that buyer heterogeneity in firm-to-firm transactions can alter price discrimination patterns
documented for firm-to-consumer transactions (e.g. Simonovska (2015), Jung et al. (2015), Gerardi
and Shapiro (2009), Chandra and Lederman (2015)). Unlike consumers, larger firms often pay lower
prices for the same good, despite their higher willingness to pay, because, unlike consumers, firms
can obtain a credible replacement threat. This mechanism was first proposed by Katz (1987) and
is different from oligopsony power, quantity discounts, differences in buyer’s preferences for a seller,
or contractual relationships between firms studied by Morlacco (2019), Macedoni and Tyazhelnikov
(2019), Meleshchuk (2018), Kikkawa et al. (2019), Grossi et al. (2019), respectively.
Secondly, this paper adds empirical evidence to the industrial organization literature on the
role of market structure in price dispersion. A wide range of a country’s imported products allows
me to document countervailing buyer power studied in several domestic markets (e.g Ellison and
Snyder (2010), Grennan and Swanson (2018)) as a common feature of most industries. Additionally,
over-time variation in the level of industry’s protection from foreign competition helps to show that
buyers are more successful in countervailing the market power of their suppliers in more competitive
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environments. This is in line with studies that found that the extent of price discrimination increases
with seller competition (e.g. Borenstein and Rose (1994), Busse and Rysman (2005), Boik and
Takahashi (2020)).
Thirdly, my findings contribute to the international macroeconomics literature studying the role
of firms in propagation of global shocks throughout the economy. I show pass-through of global
shocks depends not only on the seller’s size and market power as shown by Berman et al. (2012)
and Amiti et al. (2014), but also on the buyer’s size and ability to affect prices. The provided
evidence of countervailing buyer power suggests that larger downstream buyers can increase the
low cost shocks’ pass-through of large upstream sellers. This, in turn, implies that growing market
concentration in recent decades documented for many countries and markets (Van Reenen (2018),
Grullon et al. (2019), Ganapati (2021)) can result in growing pass-through of shocks from upstream
to downstream industries.
Finally, my results are also relevant for the trade and competition policies. They suggest that
improved market access increases domestic firms’ size, which they can use to negotiate for better
input prices and lower their costs. This additional benefit of improved market access is more likely
to arise in more competitive upstream industries, where buyer-size discounts are more likely. Hence,
inducing competition in upstream industries through industrial or trade policies can benefit larger
downstream firms more through countervailing buyer power mechanisms. As a result, in the long
run, market concentration in downstream industries can increase, which can lead to higher mark-ups
charged to consumers. Therefore, welfare effects of competition and anti-discriminatory policies
in intermediate goods’ markets such as the Robinson-Patman act cannot be analyzed without
accounting for countervailing buyer power.

2
2.1

Data
Unique features of Paraguayan customs data

To study price variation in firm-to-firm transactions, I use a uniquely detailed customs data from
Paraguay1 for the period 2013 - 2018. Paraguay is a member of the Southern Common Market
1
The data collected by Paraguayan customs was purchased from data provider, Datamyne. I thank my advisor,
Rob Feenstra, for providing the funds for acquisition of this data.
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(Mercosur), together with Argentina, Brazil, and Uruguay, and actively participates in international
trade with China, the United States, and several European countries. As an agricultural economy,
Paraguay specializes in exports of beef, soybeans, and other animal and vegetable products, and
imports mainly manufactured goods such as machinery, electronics and transportation, for both
consumption and use as inputs in production. Paraguay’s customs data records the entire universe
of the country’s import transactions and, for reasons I discuss here, is particularly well-suited for
understanding the determinants of input prices and source of their variation.
First, the lion’s share (85% by count, and 60% by value) of Paraguayan imports is accounted for
by highly differentiated products (not traded on an organized exchange and not reference priced).
A large degree of product differentiation, in turn, often gives sellers market power to set prices, and
leaves room for both cost-based (i.e. differences in quality/characteristics of product sub-varieties)
and market power-based explanations of price dispersion. My data offers a unique opportunity to
distinguish between within-seller sources of price dispersion, because it provides seller names for all
transactions. Using firms’ names in this data, I can isolate and study price dispersion not driven
by intra-firm transfer pricing and activities of trade intermediaries.
Second, the unique level of detail with which products are described in the Paraguayan customs
data allows me to separate the role of market-power and cost-based explanations for the existing
price dispersion. Relative to the standard customs datasets used in the literature2 , where products
are described at most with a product code and a country of purchase, for each transaction, my
dataset additionally records brand names, non-generic product descriptions (in words), country
of origin, units of measurement and per-unit weight (in kilograms). This additional information
makes unit values I construct very good proxies for the actual per-unit prices.3
Third, the panel nature and high (transaction-level) frequency of the data allow me to study
whether and how import prices vary across importers, conditional on the shipment size and detailed
product characteristics. Moreover, it provides a unique opportunity to study heterogeneity of
the source of price dispersion across industries ranging from animal products to electronics and
machinery. The cross-border nature of transactions has an additional advantage of exposure to
2

See, for example, Kugler and Verhoogen (2011), Blaum et al. (2013).
The wealth of product characteristics available in my data alleviates the role of “hidden” varieties and unobserved
quality variation in the observed dispersion of unit values.
3
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various (plausibly) exogenous shocks to the market structure such as changes in import tariffs.
In the remainder of this section, I provide summary statistics on importing buyers, exporting
sellers, imported products, and shipments. I argue that their variation can be an important driver
of the large observed dispersion of prices within narrow product categories.

2.2

Summary statistics

In 2013 - 2018, Paraguayan customs, on average, recorded around 0.8 million import transactions
every year. Table I shows that the majority of these transactions, by product count, transaction
count and value, include differentiated products imported mainly to be used in production as
intermediate inputs or capital goods. Not all of these imported intermediate and capital goods are
traded between manufacturers, much like not all consumer goods are imported by final consumers
directly from manufacturers. Around 5% of importers and 4% of foreign exporters to Paraguay
are identified as trade intermediaries.4 Although trade intermediaries, wholesalers and retailers
substantially facilitate trade of landlocked Paraguay, a larger share of its imports is generated by
domestic manufacturers themselves. It is evident from the fact that annually around a third of the
country’s import transactions, by count and value, is generated by 8% of importers that export
products different from those that they import.
Irrespective of the final use of imported products, and industries their buyers and sellers belong
to, most imports occur within firm-to-firm transactions. Most of them are arm’s length transactions
between unrelated firms, despite a significant number of multinational affiliates on both buyer (7%)
and seller (14%) sides potentially engaging in intra-firm trade. The firm-to-firm, unlike firm-toconsumer, nature of import transactions makes firm heterogeneity and interactions of firms on
either side of the market relevant for the dispersion of prices for similar goods.
Table II summarizes the extent of firm heterogeneity on both sides of the market along several
dimensions. On average, there are around 9000 importers annually transacting with around 1500
regular5 foreign sellers. An average importer annually spends $1.2 million on imported goods from
4
Details of detection of trade intermediaries and affiliates of the same multinational firm in my data are described
in the Appendix.
5
A foreign seller is defined as a combination of a seller name and its country, to distinguish between different
affiliates of the same multinational firm. A regular seller is a seller, whose name appears in at least 1000 transactions
throughout the sample period.
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Table I. Product and firm types in Paraguayan imports, 2013 - 2018
% of firms
Homogeneous
Differentiated
Capital
Intermediate
Consumer
Exporters
Intermediaries
Wholesalers
Retailers
MNE affiliates

8.0
5.4
0.0
0.0
6.7

Intermediaries
MNE affiliates

3.6
14.3

% of transactions % of annual value
Products
12.1
21.9
87.9
59.1
14.0
21.8
44.8
34.0
29.3
23.2
Buyers
27
41
9.7
7.9
3.0
2.0
0.6
0.3
22.5
33.5
Sellers
9.3
3.7
10
14.3

% of annual weight
47.6
21.7
3.6
53.9
11.6
43
5.1
0.9
0.1
34.3
5.4
9.9

17 different 8-digit (HS8) product categories and two sellers from two different countries in two
out of six sample period years. An average regular exporter annually earns $2.5 million from
selling products in 31 different HS8 product categories to 3 firms in Paraguay. However, median
importer and exporter are several times smaller in terms of the annual transactions’ value, number
of transacted products and trade partners. It confirms substantial two-sided heterogeneity as a
recurring feature of international transactions previously documented in other customs datasets
(cf. Bernard et al. (2018)).
Additionally, my data allows me to observe repeated buyer-seller interactions in narrowly defined
(at HS8-level) industries. Although the majority of buyers import products in HS8 product category
from one seller and one country, about 25% of buyers import products from at least one HS8
category from multiple sellers and different countries.6 These buyers are the largest importers in
the sample, in total accounting for about 87% of Paraguayan annual imports by value. Likewise,
most regular sellers export goods in one product category to only one buyer, and only a third of
them have at least one product category, in which they export to multiple Paraguayan importers.7
6

Expectedly, among trade intermediaries on the buyer size, the share of buyers importing at least one HS8 product
category from multiple countries and sellers is higher and reaches 38%.
7
Trade intermediaries on the seller side are more likely to sell same type of products to multiple buyers. The
average number of buyers/seller-HS8 for them is 1.6; more than a half of trade intermediaries export goods from at
least one product category to multiple Paraguayan buyers.
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These sellers are the largest among regular exporters to Paraguay, accounting for about one third
of the annual country’s imports, by value.
Table II. Joint heterogeneity of buyers and sellers in Paraguayan import transactions, 2013 - 2018
5%
10% 25% 50%
Buyers
8870
443
8175 8175 8767 8863
2.0
1.7
1
1
1
1
17
44
1
1
1
3
2.3
2.8
1
1
1
1
1.2
0.7
1
1
1
1
1214 8492
1.2
2.2
7.8
41.2
Sellers∗
1546
82
1380 1380 1509 1544
3
2
1
1
1
2
31
65
1
1
1
5
2574 11545 0.3
1.2
14.6 189
Buyer-Seller∗ Relationships
2.3
3.1
1
1
1
1
1.3
1.0
1
1
1
1
0.86
0.27
0.15 0.36 0.91
1
0.9
0.24
0.22
0.5
1
1
x̄

# Firms/Year
# Year/Firm
# HS8
# Countries
# Countries/HS8
’000 $USD of Imports
# Firms/Year
# Year/Firm
# HS8
’000 $USD of Imports
# Sellers∗ /Buyer
# Sellers∗ /HS8-Buyer
Seller∗ share/HS8-Buyer
Buyer share/HS8-Seller

std

75%

90%

95%

9009
3
14
2
1
270.2

9541
6
43
5
2
1524

9541
6
81
8
2
4238

1625
5
29
3605

1630
6
88
4873

1630
6
145
10789

2
1
1
1

5
2
1
1

7
3
1
1

I study how these sellers vary prices of the same products across buyers to understand the
sources of price dispersion unrelated to seller heterogeneity and product quality. To distinguish
between market power- and cost- based reasons of this price dispersion, I rely on detailed product
descriptions uniquely available in Paraguayan customs data. Table A1 in the Appendix reports
additional, relative to the standard ones, product characteristics that I use to absorb most variation
in sellers’ costs.
First, imported products in my data are assigned an 8-digit product code from the Mercosur
Common Nomenclature, which, to provide more detail, adds two more digits to 6-digit Harmonized
system’s (HS) codes. Annually, on average, goods in about 6700 distinct HS8 product categories are
bought by 23 different importers and sold by 10 regular exporters from 6 countries. It is very rare
for a product category to have a strictly monopolistic or a strictly monopsonistic market structure.
Second, I use reported units of measurement to minimize the role of measurement error in my
analysis. Moreover, net and gross (inclusive of packaging) weight of a transacted product can be
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used to calculate per-unit weight and use it as an additional product characteristic.8
Third, reported product brands and countries of origin help to account for differences in quality
across brands and seller costs across different production locations. Although, in each HS8 product
category, most sellers sell products of only one brand and from one country of origin, largest
multinational sellers carry multiple brands and produce the same product in different locations.9
Besides the discussed product characteristics, importers are obliged to provide detailed nongeneric descriptions of imported products in a free format. I apply textual analysis to these descriptions, to identify individual varieties of motor vehicles designed for the transport of persons
(HS4 code “8703”), which account for large shares (10%) of Paraguayan import transactions.10
Despite the already narrow HS8 product categorization11 , textual analysis of product descriptions
uncovers many “hidden” varieties, examples of which are provided in Table III.
There are around 30 major vehicle brands with, on average, 4 different models of vehicles in
each HS8 product category. It results in, on average, 120 varieties that are “hidden” at a standard
HS8-level of analysis but are known in my data. Besides their models, product descriptions contain
information on vehicle characteristics known to be relevant for consumer choice and producer
costs. These are: year of fabrication, used or new status, engine type (diesel or gasoline, manual
or automatic, turbo or not), car type (sedan or hatchback), and model’s trim (see Table A3 in the
Appendix). Because passenger vehicles seem to be one of the most differentiated products, other
goods imported to Paraguay are less likely to have that much of within-seller product differentiation.
I use this wealth of product information, to show that within-seller price dispersion cannot be
entirely explained by differences in seller’s production costs due to product/quality differentiation.
Additionally, I exploit shipment characteristics summarized in Table A4 and transaction-level of
reporting in my data, to show that this price dispersion is not driven by variation in seller’s
8

Lashkaripour (2020) shows that per-unit weight is an important quality characteristic of products in narrowly
defined industries and it explains a large portion of export price variation.
9
Trade intermediaries on a seller side unsurprisingly export many more (5.5, on average) different brands in each
HS8 category than non-trade intermediaries (2.8, on average).
10
Appendix A describes how, using textual analysis, I cleaned and standardized product descriptions in all available
import transactions. Given the large number of transactions (more than 5 million in total) and product categories
(6000 HS8 codes), it is impossible to cluster goods in product varieties within all HS8 categories at once in an
unsupervised procedure and without any loss of potentially important product information. For this reason, I decided
to focus on only two large product groups, when analyzing product descriptions.
11
The Mercosur’s HS 8-digit code distinguishes vehicles by their engine size, ignition type and those used for
transportation of more and less than 6 people including the driver.
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Table III. Examples of product varieties within HS8 categories of passenger vehicles (translated
from Spanish)
HS8 code
87032210
87032210
87032210
87032210
87032210
87032210

HS8 description (shortened)
Spark-ignition, 1000-1500cc cylinder
Spark-ignition, 1000-1500cc cylinder
Spark-ignition, 1000-1500cc cylinder
Spark-ignition, 1500-3000cc cylinder
Spark-ignition, 1500-3000cc cylinder
Spark-ignition, 1500-3000cc cylinder

Variety
Ist
Vitz
Corolla
Premio
Allion
Sportage

% of HS8 transactions
14
11
9
17
14
4

transportation and distribution costs.

2.3

Import price dispersion

I proxy prices with transaction-level unit values, which I compute in a standard way, as a ratio of
transaction’s free-on-board (FOB) value (in US$) to its quantity (in known units), and document
several new facts on their dispersion.
First, Figure II shows that product prices substantially vary across transactions within narrow
(HS8) product categories. The solid line plots the distribution of log price deviations from their
annual averages in an HS8 product category. Their dispersion is much larger than within-buyer
dispersion of log price deviations, whose distribution is depicted by the dashed line. Variance
decomposition in Table 3 reports that between-buyers price variation in a product category accounts
for 55% and 64% of the total variation for, respectively, differentiated and homogeneous goods. It
means that the observed price dispersion in narrow product category is mostly driven by systematic
long-term differences in prices paid by different buyers.
Table IV. Decomposition of variance of prices across Paraguayan import transactions, 2013 - 2018

Within:
Total
Within Buyer
Between Buyers

Differentiated goods
HS8-Year HS8-Seller-Year
1.76
0.93
0.85
0.77
0.96
0.18

Homogeneous goods
HS8-Year HS8-Seller-Year
0.98
0.80
0.39
0.38
0.63
0.45

This large variation of prices across importers would have been less surprising if it was driven
by differences in importers’ demand for quality and costs of accessing suppliers established in the
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Figure II.
Dispersion of prices across Paraguayan import transactions, 2013 - 2018
literature (ie. Kugler and Verhoogen (2011), Antras et al. (2017)). However, my data allows me
to document that prices continue to vary across buyers with access to the same suppliers even
within product categories with limited scope for product differentiation. Table IV reports that in
a subsample of relatively homogeneous goods, 70% (= 0.45/0.63) of price variation within HS8
product categories across buyers is due to within-seller price variation. In case of differentiated
products, this share of within-seller price variation is price variation across buyers is expectedly
smaller but still substantial 20%.
Large within-seller variation of prices across importers even in a subsample of homogeneous
goods suggests that product differentiation is not the only mechanism of the observed price dispersion. Looking for an alternative explanation, I find that about 25% of price variation across
buyers in narrow product categories is accounted for by buyer-size variation in these categories.
Figure III shows correlation coefficients between prices and annual imported quantities of goods in
HS8 categories, estimated as standardized regression coefficients in each of the 15 broad industries.
In almost all cases, this coefficient is large and negative even when estimated off within-seller price
variation. On average, across all imported products, a one standard deviation increase in importer’
size relative to an HS8 category is associated with a 6.5% reduction in price from the same seller.
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Figure III.
Coefficients of correlation between price and annual imported quantity in an HS8 product
category, average by industry
The negative relationship between buyer size and price holds even when detailed product characteristics of differentiated goods are taken into account. In Figure IV, I show this for a subsample
of passenger vehicles (HS4 code “8703”), for which my data reports extremely detailed product
characteristics. I standardize annual importer size, declared quantities, and continuous vehicle
characteristics (within HS8 categories) and estimate their (marginal) effects on a vehicle’s price,
conditional on the seller, brand, and model.
The left panel of Figure IV shows that, larger importers of both used and new cars receive a
discount from the same seller unrelated to shipment size and vehicle characteristics. Furthermore,
for importers of new cars, the marginal effect of buyer size on a vehicle’s price is comparable to the
marginal effects of various vehicle’s characteristics. A one standard deviation increase in buyer’s
size is associated with a 4.5% reduction of price from the same seller of a new vehicle with the
same characteristics. Additionally, the right panel of Figure IV suggests that another measure of
buyer size - its exporting status - is also negatively correlated with vehicle’s price, conditional on its
quality. All else equal, importers of vehicles that also participate in exporting, on average, receive
a 2% reduction in price of the same vehicle from the same seller. It means that buyer size is an
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Figure IV.
Correlation between (log) vehicle price and standardized measures of buyer size and vehicle
characteristics
important determinant of price, conditional on the seller, product quality and its characteristics.
The preliminary analysis of the Paraguayan customs data suggests that prices of imported goods
within narrow (HS8) product categories systematically and substantially vary across importers.
This variation cannot be fully explained by the established mechanisms: differences in extensive
margins (sellers) of sourcing across buyers, quality variation and product differentiation. Instead,
a large portion of it is driven by the negative relationship between buyer size and price, conditional
on quality. In the next section, I develop a theoretical framework that allows prices to vary with
buyer size for market-power and cost-based reasons, and shows the consequences of this variation
for cost shock propagation and gains from upstream and downstream trade liberalization.

3

Theoretical Framework

In this section, I develop a theoretical framework that explains observed differences in prices paid by
different importers for the same product as an outcome of market power and strategic interactions
of firms. Unlike most of the existing models which impose price taking behavior on firms on one
side of the market, I allow for both buying and selling firms to affect the prices. I explicitly consider
oligopolistic and oligopsonistic market structures and study their implications for price variation.
In the next section, I use the testable predictions derived from the model to empirically identify
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mechanisms behind the observed price dispersion across importers.

3.1

Environment

Consider a standard international trade environment, in which a country populated by homogeneous consumers that inelastically supply their labor and consume bundles of products produced in
multiple downstream sectors. Each sector’s bundle consists of a continuum of final goods’ varieties,
each of which is produced by one of the final goods producers that differ in their productivity.
Production of final goods in a downstream sector requires labor as well as materials produced in
several upstream sectors. A final goods’ producer in a downstream sector can procure materials
from either one or multiple firms in each upstream sector. Transacting with more than one supplier
in each upstream industry can be costly and require a fixed payment ranging from zero to infinity.
Upstream producers are heterogeneous in their and use only labor in production.
To focus on the effect of firms’ market power in the upstream industry on prices of material
inputs in this environment, I assume perfect competition in the labor market and monopolistic
competition in the downstream sector.12 I consider various basic market structures in each upstream
industry: i) only sellers have market power, while buyers are price takers; ii) only buyers have
market power, while sellers are price takers; iii) both buyers and sellers have market power to
affect prices. I derive differential predictions under different assumptions on the market structures
in the same economic environment, and use them to differentiate between mechanisms of price
dispersion in inputs markets.

3.2

Preferences

To focus on firms’ interactions under various market structures, I model final consumers’ behavior
in a stylized, yet standard in international trade literature, way. I assume that all consumers in
a given country have identical preferences represented by a Cobb-Douglas utility function over
12

These assumptions are also necessary due to data limitations: wages and employment are not available in my
data.
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sectoral bundles, which are themselves CES aggregators:

U=

S
∏

S
∑

Qβs s ,

s=1

∫

(
where Qs =

φ∈Ωs

qs (φ)

σs −1
σs

s
) σ σ−1
s

dφ

βs = 1

(1)

s=1

is a CES bundle of varieties of sector s goods, each produced

by one of Ωs firms with productivity φ, and σs ≥ 1 is a constant elasticity of substitution of varieties
in sector s. Such preferences give rise to the following demand for sector s’ variety φ:
qs (φ) = βs EPσs s −1 ps (φ)−σs ,

∫

(
where Ps ≡

(2)

)1−σs
φ∈Ωs

s (φ)dφ
p1−σ
s

is a standard CES price index in final goods sector s, and

E ≡ wL is a consumers’ income they derive from supplying labor L in exchange for wages w.

3.3

Technologies

In this economy, each final goods’ variety in each sector is produced by a single firm in the downstream industry. A downstream firm with productivity φ from sector s combines labor L and a
composite material input M using the following Cobb-Douglas production function:

qs (φ) = φLs αs Ms1−αs

(3)

The composite material input in sector s, Ms , consists of Ns intermediate goods mjs produced in
Ns upstream industries and combined in a CES bundle as:

Ms (φ) = 

∑


mj (φ)

θs −1
θs



θs
θs −1

(4)

j∈Ns

where θs ≥ 1 and Ns are, respectively, the elasticity of substitution between intermediate goods,
the set of intermediate goods used in production of final goods in sector s, and a buyer-specific
preference for input j. Each intermediate good mj is purchased from either one or multiple suppliers
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whose varieties have a constant elasticity of substitution ηj ≥ 1:

ms (φ) =

(N
m
∑

ηj −1
ηj

j
) η η−1
j

(5)

δjk (φ)mjk

k=1

where Nm = {1, N̄m } and δjk (φ) is buyer φ’s preference for seller k of input j. Having several
suppliers of the same intermediate good, however, can be costly due to search costs, transaction
costs, or costs of backward integration into production of inputs. To allow for this possibility, I
assume that in order to have multiple suppliers of the same intermediate good j a downstream firm
has to incur a potentially positive and even infinitely large fixed cost, fj ≥ 0.
Intermediate goods’ varieties mjsk are produced by firms in the upstream sector that use only
labor, according to the following production function:
mjk = ak (Ljk )γj

(6)

where ak is firm k ′ s productivity, and γj is a parameter governing the returns to scale in upstream
production. When γj = 1, then firm k has constant marginal costs of production, w/ak . In
1/γj −1

contrast, when γj < 1, firm k’s marginal costs, mjk

1/γj

w/γj ak

, increase in output thus reflecting

diseconomies of scale, while when γj > 1, firm k’s marginal costs decrease in output thus reflecting
economies of scale in production.

3.4

Market structures

I consider the implications of various market structures in the upstream sector for the dispersion of
prices in firm-to-firm transactions, while keeping the market structure in the downstream industry
as simple as possible. As is standard in the literature, I assume that downstream firms are infinitesimal relative to the output markets with monopolistic competition as their market structure.13 In
the upstream sector, the described environment gives rise to different market structures as special
cases.
First, I consider an oligopolistic (Bertrand) market upstream, in which sellers have market
13

In the Appendix, I show that deviations from CES consumer preferences and monopolistic competition in the
downstream sector alone cannot explain the observed patterns of price dispersion in the upstream sector.
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power and are large enough to internalize the effect of their pricing decisions on buyers’ costs, while
buyers are price takers. This is the case when buyers view different sellers’ products as differentiated
varieties (1 < ηj < +∞) and cannot choose their own input demand elasticity (fixed costs of adding
suppliers f = 0 or f = +∞). Under this market structure, input prices are a solution to sellers’
profit maximization problems given buyers’ input demand elasticity.
On the other extreme, I consider an oligopsony upstream, in which buyers have market power
and are large enough to internalize the effect of their purchasing decisions on sellers’ costs that
are increasing in quantity, while sellers are price takers. This market structure arises when sellers
in each sector are perfectly substitutable (ηj = +∞, ak = a) and have diseconomies of scale in
production (γ > 0). In this case, input prices are determined from buyer’s profit-maximization
problem problem given supply elasticity (elasticity of seller’s average costs with respect to output).
And finally, I consider market structures that allow for both buyers and sellers to affect prices.
For that, I introduce non-price-taking buyers to an oligopolistic market structure by letting them
choose the number of suppliers in each upstream industry (0 < f < +∞). In this case, input prices
are a result of strategic interactions between buyers and sellers.
As I show next, all these market structures can give rise to within-seller price dispersion across
importers, conditional on the product’s quality. However, different market structures imply different
mechanisms of price dispersion, which can be separately identified in the data with the help of
differential model’s predictions I derive.

3.5

Equilibrium dispersion of input prices under different market structures

Oligopoly. Under oligopolistic market structure in the upstream sector, input j’s supplier k faces
derived demand from each buyer φ, mjk (φ), and chooses prices pjk (φ) to maximize profits. If
an oligopolist can differentiate between buyers and prevent arbitrage on the market, then a profit
maximizing price is chosen separately for each buyer as a mark-up over the marginal costs:

pjk (φ) =

ζjk (φ) wmjk (φ)1/γj −1
ζjk (φ) + 1
γj a1/γj
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(7)

where mark-up is inversely related to a buyer-specific elasticity of demand for firm k’s variety of
input j, ζjk (φ) ≡

∂mjk (φ) pjk (φ)
∂pjk (φ) mjk (φ) .

In equilibrium, an oligopolistic seller varies prices across buyers for two reasons: i) if input
demand elasticity varies and causes mark-up variation across buyers and/or ii) if the upstream
technology features non-constant returns to scale (implied by γj ̸= 1). I first focus on the variation of
mark-ups across buyers and then discuss how it can be distinguished from economies or diseconomies
of scale in the data.
To understand how mark-ups vary across buyers, consider buyer φ’s demand for firm k’s variety
of input j implied by downstream technology in (3) - (5)
mjk (φ) = δjk (φ)ηj φσs −1 pjk (φ)−ηj Pj (φ)ηj −θs Js (φ)(1−αs )(1−σs )+θs −1 As ,

(8)

where Pj (φ) and Js (φ) are input sector j’s price index and materials’ price index faced by buyer
φ, and As is output sector s input demand shifter defined in the Appendix. Then derived demand
elasticity faced by the seller, who internalizes the effect of a price increase on the buyer’s costs, is
ζjk (φ) = −ηj + (nj − θs )sJjk (φ) + (θs − 1 + (1 − αs )(1 − σs ))sJjk (φ)sM
j (φ)
(
sJjk (φ)

= δjk (φ)

ηj

pjk (φ)
Pj (φ)

)1−ηj

(
,

sM
J (φ)

=

Pj (φ)
Js (φ)

(9)

)1−θs
(10)

where sJjk (φ) and sM
J (φ) are, respectively, the share of buyer φ’s expenditures on seller k’s input
variety of j in total buyer’s expenditures on j inputs and the share of buyer’s expenditures on j’s
inputs in buyer’s expenditures on material inputs. Under a standard assumption that ηj ≥ θs ≥ σs ,
input demand elasticity is decreasing and seller mark-ups are increasing in both shares sJjk (φ),
sM
j (φ).
These two shares can vary thus causing mark-up variation across buyers for two reasons. First,
all else equal, buyers from output industries relying on more intermediate inputs (larger Ns ) will
spend less on each input (smaller sM
j (φ)). Second, even within one output industry, all else equal,
buyers spend more on input varieties (higher sJjk (φ)) from sellers they prefer more (higher δjk (φ)),
which implies higher share of expenditures on material inputs (sM
J (φ)). Notice that buyer’s pref-
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erence for the seller, δjk (φ), and number of different intermediates in downstream technology, Ns ,
also affect the level of demand for an input in (8): higher δjk (φ) and lower Ns are associated with
higher input demand for any given price. Therefore, oligopoly in the upstream sector leads to the
classic price discrimination: larger buyers have lower demand elasticity and face higher prices.
Oligopsony. In contrast to oligopoly, oligopsony in the upstream sector implies that sellers
are homogeneous price takers (ηj → +∞, ak = a ∀k)14 , and prices are determined from an upward
sloping supply curve (γj > 1) after buyers choose their optimal input quantities.
An oligopsonistic buyer φ in downstream industry s chooses the number of workers to hire,
Ls (φ), and quantity of material inputs to purchase, mj (φ) ∀j, to maximize profits. Given the
optimal demand for labor, downstream firm’s profit function can be re-written as15
πs (φ) = Ãs φ̃M̃s (φ̃)1−αs −

∑

pj (mj (φ̃))mj (φ̃),

(11)

j∈Ns
1−1/σs

1−1/σs

where φ̃ ≡ φ 1−αs (1−1/σs ) , M̃s (φ̃) ≡ Ms (φ) 1−αs (1−1/σs ) , and Ãs is a sector s-specific demand shifter
defined in the Appendix.
The buyer maximizes profits by choosing input quantity that equalizes its marginal revenue
product16 with the marginal costs to the buyer:
−αs

(1 − αs )Ãs φ̃M̃s (φ̃)

(

mj (φ̃)
M̃s (φ̃)

)−1/θs
=

∂pj (φ̃)
mj (φ̃) + pj (φ̃)
∂mj (φ̃)

(12)

For any input quantity, marginal product revenue on the left-hand side is higher for more productive
buyers. It means that seller’s marginal costs on the right-hand side are also higher for more
productive buyers. Hence, in equilibrium, more productive downstream firms purchase more, pay
higher prices, and as a result, account for a larger share of sales in each input market.
Intuitively, an oligopsonist charges a price as a mark-down from the competitive price equal to
the seller’s marginal costs. To see this, re-write (12) as
14

Because sellers are homogeneous in this model, to be concise, I drop the seller subscript k from all variables.
See the Appendix for detailed derivations.
16
To be precise, this is marginal revenue net of labor expenses, as in Berger et al. (2019).
15
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pj (φ) =

{

1
1+

∂pj (φ) mj (φ)
∂mj (φ) pj (φ)

(1 − αs )Ãs φ̃M̃s (φ̃)−αs

(

mj (φ̃)
M̃s (φ̃)

)−1/θs }
,

(13)

where the first term is a mark-down and the second term on the right-hand side is the buyer’s
marginal revenue product of an input. Competitive buyers with no oligopsony power in this input’s
market (those with

∂pj (φ)
∂mj (φ)

→ 0) pay input prices equal to their marginal revenue product, while

buyers with oligopsony power pay a mark-down (the first term on the right-hand side of (13))
relative to the competitive price.
Because of the diseconomies of scale in the upstream sector, larger oligopsonists end up paying
higher input prices despite receiving potentially larger mark-downs from the competitive price,
relative to their smaller rivals. Under the assumed CES production function in the upstream
sector in (5), the mark-down is constant and equal to 1/γj − 1. It means that an increase in the
marginal costs associated with an increase in buyer size is fully pass-through into prices, without
any changes in the mark-down. In general, however, the mark-down increases in input supply
elasticity

∂pj (φ) mj (φ)
∂mj (φ) pj (φ) .

If this elasticity increased in buyer size, a larger buyer would have still

paid higher price than a smaller buyer, but the price differential between the two would have been
smaller than under a constant input supply elasticity.17
An important implications of these derivations is that, irrespective of who – a buyer or a seller
– has market power to set them, in equilibrium, input prices are predicted to increase with buyer
size. However, the mechanisms behind this prediction are radically different across the market
structures. Figure V illustrates this difference using an example of a market with three different
buyers purchasing the same good from the same seller.
An oligopolist on the left has market power to set prices above marginal costs and charge higher
mark-ups (depicted with arrows) to larger buyers with higher willingness to pay. An oligopsonist
on the right also has market power to set a price below seller’s marginal costs at the level of seller’s
average costs. The size of the mark-down (depicted with arrows) from the perfectly competitive
17

For example, if upstream production technology was defined at the seller- rather than buyer-seller level, then
1/γj
(
)
∫
wMj
−1
mj (φ)
, where Mj = φ∈Ω mj (φ)dφ, and the supply elasticity, γ1j − 1 M
pj (Mj ) =
would increase in buyer
1/γj
j
a

j

size, mj (φ). In this case, larger buyers will pay larger mark-down relative to the competitive input price, and buyer
productivity shocks are not fully passed through onto input prices.
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price increases with buyer size, but prices are increasing in buyer size tracking an upward-sloping
average cost curve. Therefore, under oligopoly, larger buyers pay higher prices even when seller’s
marginal costs are constant, while under oligopsony, larger buyers pay higher prices only when
seller’s marginal costs are non-constant but increasing in quantity.

Figure V.
Positive relationship between buyer size and prices under oligopolistic (left) and oligopsonistic
(right) market structures
However, none of the basic models of oligopoly and oligopsony with price-taking buyers or
sellers, respectively, can explain the observed negative relationship between buyer size and product
prices. Next I relax the assumption of price-taking behavior of buyers in oligopolistic model, to see
if it can generate patterns observed in the data.
Countervailing power of buyers under oligopoly. One way to introduce strategic, rather
than price-taking, buyers in oligopoly is to let them purchase inputs from multiple suppliers in each
input market, after paying a fixed cost 0 < fj < +∞.18 In this case, an oligopolist faces two types
of buyers: buyers for whom this seller is the only supplier of an input, and those with multiple
suppliers of an input. For input demand elasticities in (9), it implies that buyers of the first type
have sJjk (φ) = 1, and hence have lower input demand elasticity with a given seller and face higher
prices from that seller than buyers of the second type. Therefore, when deciding whether to source
their inputs from multiple suppliers or just one, buyers solve a trade-off between lower subsequent
18
Here, I in modeling strategic interactions between buyers and sellers, I follow industrial organization literature on
third-degree price discrimination in inputs markets (c.f. Katz (1987)), Inderst and Valletti (2009)). Countervailing
buyer power can be also a result of bargaining between firms (e.g.Dobson and Waterson (1997), Gaudin (2018)) and
asymmetry of information that gives rise to second-degree price discrimination (Maskin and Riley (1984), Meleshchuk
(2018)).
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input prices and fixed costs of transacting with multiple suppliers.
A buyer in output industry s with productivity φ sources input j from multiple suppliers if
it leads to profits higher than when sourcing from only one supplier, which is when the following
condition is satisfied:
Bs φσs −1 J′s (φ)

(1−αs )(1−σs )

{(

J′′s (φ)
J′s (φ)

}

)(1−αs )(1−σs )
−1

> fj w,

(14)

where Bs is sector s-specific demand shifter defined in the Appendix, and J′s (φ) and J′′s (φ) are
firm-specific CES price indexes of material inputs when input j is sourced form one and multiple
suppliers, respectively.
In the Appendix, I use insights from Feenstra (1994) and re-write the change in buyer’s marginal
costs after adding suppliers in input market j as a product of two components. First, there are
productivity gains from input variety embedded in the CES production function. And second,
competition among multiple input suppliers from one buyer leads to lower prices. Conditional on
the buyers’ output industry and preference for the seller, all buyers expect the same reduction in
material inputs’ costs after adding an input supplier. However, the same reduction in the material
inputs price index will result in larger increase in profits for more productive downstream firms.
The condition in (14) then suggests that more productive downstream buyers are more likely to
have more than one supplier in each input market, and hence, will be offered lower input prices
from each of them.
Figure VI illustrates how strategic interactions of buyers and sellers alter the standard oligopolistic model’s predictions discussed earlier. At any price, the largest out of the three downstream buyers has the highest demand for a product depicted by the thickest line. Hence, it is most likely to
pay the fixed costs and enjoy the variety gains from having multiple suppliers leaving each of them
with only a residual demand depicted by the dashed line. Then, when facing a smaller residual
demand from the largest buyer and total demand from the second largest buyer, the seller chooses
to charge a lower price to the largest buyer. This yields a negative relationship between buyer
size and prices in oligopolistic markets, in which buyers are large enough to countervail the market
power of their suppliers. However, when buyers are too small, as in case of the two smallest firms
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in Figure VI, they gain less from extra varieties and as a result pay higher prices the larger they
are. Interestingly, it implies an important distinction between firm-to-consumer and firm-to-firm
pricing strategies: oligopolistic firms will charge higher prices to larger/richer consumers, and lower
prices to larger/more productive firms.

Figure VI.
Countervailing power of buyers in oligopolistic markets alters the positive buyer-size - price
relationship
The discussed framework is not the only possibility in which a negative buyer-size – mark-up
relationship can arise. An extensive literature in industrial organization derives this countervailing
buyer power as an outcome of bargaining, where larger buyers have higher bargaining power or
endogenously better outside options (e.g. Dobson and Waterson (1997), Grennan and Swanson
(2018)). Moreover, larger buyers get lower prices in an asymmetric information environment, in
which oligopolistic sellers offer quantity discounts to induce larger buyer to reveal their higher willingness to pay (e.g. Maskin and Riley (1984)). What is important is that all these mechanisms as
well as the one discussed in this paper change the patterns of classic oligopolistic price discrimination. Unlike standard oligopoly and oligopsony, market structures with countervailing buyer power
predict that larger buyer are charged lower mark-ups and lower prices for the same product.
In the next section, I empirically study the role of countervailing buyer power as well as other
mechanisms discussed here in explaining the negative buyer size - price relationship in the data.
Before turning to that, I introduce international trade in both inputs and final goods into the model,
to show that countervailing buyer power has implications for the effects of trade liberalization and
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global shock propagation.

3.6

The effect of output trade liberalization on input price dispersion

Now suppose that domestic producers in downstream sector s can export their products to foreign
country f populated by Lf consumers with the same preferences in (1) and per-capita income wf .
Exporting to the foreign country is not costless: domestic downstream producers incur fixed costs
of exporting fx and iceberg-type trade costs, τf s > 1, per unit. Then, if downstream firm φ from
sector s exports to country f , the demand for this firm’s variety becomes:19
(
)
qs (φ) = βs EPsσs −1 + 1x (φ)τf s −σs ϵσf s Ef Pf s σs −1 ps (φ)−σs ,
where Ef = Lf wf is country f ’s income, Pf s is its sector s price index, ϵf is the nominal exchange
rate between domestic and foreign currencies (number of domestic currency units per a foreign
currency unit),

1x (φ) is an indicator function equal to one when firm φ is an exporter.

Hence, output trade liberalization, exogenous depreciation of the domestic currency and firm’s
entry into foreign markets, increase the demand for firm’s output at any given price. To satisfy the
increased demand, downstream firms affected by one of these demand shocks will also increase their
demand for inputs. The existing studies suggest that an increase in firms’ output scale induced by
any of these shocks enables them to invest in quality of their inputs (c.f. Lileeva and Trefler (2010),
Bastos and Silva (2010), Flach (2016), Bastos et al. (2018)). I show that it also gives some firms
power to countervail the market power of their existing input suppliers and thus benefit from lower
input prices, conditional on input quality.
In the environment with firms’ market power on either or both sides of the market, an increase in
firms’ demand for an input can affect seller’s mark-ups. This effect depends on the market structure.
When input buyers are price takers in oligopolistic inputs markets, their demand elasticities and
hence mark-ups do not depend on the level of input demand but on seller’s relative importance in the
19

This demand function is derived under two main assumptions: i) final goods producers do not vary their factorygate (FOB) prices across destinations; and ii) exporters incur no additive (distribution) costs in the destination
country. The first assumption is standard in models of monopolistic competition with infinitesimal firms, while
the consequences of violating the second assumption is considered in the literature on exchange-rate pass-through.
Berman et al. (2012) show that, under the presence of distribution cost incurred in the destination country, a real
depreciation of the domestic currency leads to a smaller increase in demand for larger firm’s output.
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buyer’s expenditures on all inputs (see (9)). Hence, an increase in the level of firm’s input demand
in this case will leave the input price unchanged unless seller’s marginal costs are non-constant in
quantity.
In contrast, when input buyers are oligopolists, an exogenous increase in demand for their
products increases the marginal revenue product of their inputs (see (12)). This, in turn, increases
buyer’s input prices despite an increase in mark-downs relative to the competitive price. This
potential increase in input prices can even discourage some firms from exporting.
Finally, if buyers can affect prices charged by oligopolistic input suppliers, they can gain more
power to countervail the market power of their suppliers as a result of a positive demand shock. An
increase in the firm’s output scale makes it more profitable for firms to pay the fixed costs of adding
more suppliers in an input market. Because, according to (14), the extensive margin of sourcing
increases in buyer’s exogenous productivity, it is initially larger buyers that will add input suppliers
in response to the demand shock. Having introduced competition between suppliers, these buyers
will see a drop in mark-ups from all their suppliers. This reduction in production costs will further
encourage firm’s entry into exporting.

3.7

The role of countervailing buyer power in pass-through of global shocks

Now allow domestic downstream producers to purchase their inputs from foreign sellers. A seller
with productivity ak from country l(k) hires workers at the wage rate wl(k) and face iceberg-type
trade costs, τjl(k) > 1 when exporting input j to any domestic downstream producer. Then, in
units of the domestic currency, marginal costs of production (and delivery) of input j for this seller
is

wl(k) τjl(k) ϵl(k) mjk (φ)1/γj −1
1/γj

γj ak

, where ϵl(k) is the nominal exchange rate between domestic and country

l(k)’s currencies.
Trade liberalization in upstream sector j (reduction of τjl(k) ) and foreign currency depreciation
(reduction of ϵl (k)) leads to a reduction in seller k marginal costs. The pass-through of these costs
savings into prices charged to buyers has been shown to be limited due to the market power of
sellers (c.f. Amiti et al. (2014), Berman et al. (2012)). This is because if sellers are oligopolists large
enough to vary their mark-ups (both across and within buyers), they adjust mark-ups in response
to the cost shocks and thus do not fully pass through the changes in the costs to their buyers. I now
27

discuss how this mechanism is affected, when buyers are not price takers but can have oligopsony
or countervailing power.
Under oligopsony, equilibrium input prices are determined from the upward sloping input supply
equation, which in log-changes can be written as20
(
d log pj (φ) = d log τl + d log ϵl +

)
1
− 1 d log mj (φ)
γj

(15)

Then input price elasticity with respect to either iceberg trade cost or nominal exchange rate is
d log pj (φ)
d log pj (φ)
1
(
)
=
=
,
1
d log τl
d log ϵl
1 − γj − 1 Ψj (φ)
where Ψj (φ) ≡

d log mj (φ)
d log pj (φ)

(16)

is the elasticity of buyer φ’s input demand in (12). It is negative and

constant across buyers if input supply elasticity is constant. It means that pass-through of global
cost shocks into buyer’s prices in this case is less than complete but constant across buyers. In
the Appendix, I show that if input supply elasticity increases in buyer share, then pass-through
of cost shocks increases in buyer share for relatively small buyers and decreases in buyer share for
relatively large buyers. This is the opposite of the predicted pass-through of seller’s costs under
oligopoly.
Under oligopoly and constant marginal costs in the upstream sector, the full differential of the
seller’s optimal pricing condition (21) in logs is:

d log pjk (φ) = d log µjk (φ) + d log τl(k)j + d log ϵl(k)
where µjk (φ) ≡

ζjk (φ)
ζjk (φ)+1

(17)

is a mark-up and input demand elasticity ζjk (φ) is defined in (9). Then

input price elasticities with respect to either iceberg trade costs or nominal exchange rate is:
d log pjk (φ)
d log pjk (φ)
1
=
=
,
d log τl(k)j
d log ϵl(k)
1 − Γjk (φ)
where Γjk (φ) ≡
20

d log µkj (φ)
d log pjk (φ) .

(18)

In the Appendix, I show that it is negative, and its absolute value

Because in this case sellers are perfectly substitutable, I omit the seller subscript k.
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increases in the seller’s share in buyer’s expenditures on input j, sJjk (φ). It implies that larger buyers
of a given seller (those with larger sJjk (φ)) experience lower pass-through of seller’s cost shocks into
their prices. Intuitively, this is because larger buyers in oligopolistic markets are charged higher
mark-ups, which can be easier adjusted by the seller in response to marginal cost increases.21
However, if buyers are not price takers under oligopoly, they will change their input demand
elasticity by changing the number of their suppliers in response to global shocks. A reduction in
input trade costs reduces material inputs’ costs and increases a downstream firm’s output. An
increase in the firm’s output then increases the profitability of sourcing from multiple suppliers.
This creates a partial replacement threat for each seller, which, in turn, creates incentives for sellers
to pass-through more of their cost saving into prices. Because more credible replacement threat
comes from initially larger (more productive) downstream firms, as follows from selection condition
in (14), these firms can experience a larger pass-through of sellers’ cost shocks. It implies that
countervailing buyer power of larger downstream firms can increase the pass-through of cost shocks
limited by sellers’ oligopolistic market power.
Overall, the developed theoretical framework suggests that market structure can affect the dispersion of imported goods’ prices across importers, gains from trade liberalization and propagation
of global shocks along the value chain. Table V summarizes these effects by market structure. It
shows that the observed negative buyer size – price relationship is only consistent with countervailing buyer power mechanisms. The countervailing buyer power, in turn, leads to novel patterns of
cost shocks propagation and additional gains from output trade liberalization. In the next section
I rely on the model’s predictions to identify countervailing buyer power as a new source of price
dispersion across buyers.
Table V. Theoretical predictions under various market structures in the upstream industry

Competition
Oligopoly
Oligopsony
Countervailing power

Input prices
and buyer size
0
+
+
-

Buyer size and
cost shocks pass-through
0
+/+

Input prices and
output trade liberalization
0
0
+
-

Notes: “Competition” denotes both perfect competition and monopolistic competition.
21

For formal derivations of these results, see Appendix A.2.
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4

Price dispersion in firm-to-firm transactions

4.1

Identification strategy

I use the theory developed in the previous section to derive an empirical strategy to distinguish
between various sources of price dispersion in the data. Its main insight is that market power
on either or both sides of the market generates price dispersion across buyers of different sizes,
conditional on product quality. In logarithms, seller-specific inverse supply function under oligopoly
(7) and oligopsony (13) can be generalized as follows:

log pjk (φ) = ρ0 + ρ1 log sJjk (φ) + ρ2 log Ns(φ) + ρ3 log mjk (φ) + log νjk + ξjk (φ),

(19)

where the first three terms are components of the seller’s mark-up or mark-down, the last two
terms are components of the seller’s marginal costs, and the term in between, ρ3 log mjk (φ) enters
either a mark-up or a cost component, depending on the market structure. The two components
of marginal costs common to both market structures are seller-product specific component, log νjk ,
and a buyer-specific deviation from it driven by (unobserved) quality differences and/or product
differentiation, ξjk (φ). Other components of seller’s price depend on the market structure in the
industry.
Under oligopoly, a price discriminating sellers charges mark-ups that increase with seller’s share
in buyer’s expenditures on an product, sJjk (φ), and decrease with the number of inputs required
in the buyer’s output industry s, Ns(φ) . Additionally, when buyers can countervail the seller’s
market power with a partial replacement threat, they can receive a mark-up reduction. The theory
suggests that the credibility of this replacement threat increases with the downstream firm’s initial
productivity, φ. Although this productivity cannot be observed by researchers, quantity of the
product purchased by a buyer from a given seller, mjk (φ), can be used as its theoretically consistent
proxy in specification (19), as I show below.
In contrast, under oligopsony, buyers pay a mark-down, ρ0 , which is constant in case of upstream
technology (6),22 on sellers’ marginal costs increasing in quantity. As a result, prices increase in
22

Under more general upstream production technologies, the mark-down also increases in buyer size (see footnote
13, for an example). In this case, the coefficient on log mjk (φ) would include the effect of the mark-down and become
ρ0 + ρ3 . Despite ρ0 < 0, ρ0 + ρ3 is predicted to be positive, because an oligopsonist sets the price equal to the seller’s
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quantities purchased by a buyer from a given seller, mjk (φ), following the upward sloping supply
curve of a perfectly competitive seller with diseconomies of scale.
Therefore, the theory predicts different patterns of price dispersion in pricing equation (19)
under different market structures. Under oligopoly, ρ1 > 0, ρ2 < 0 and ρ3 < 0 describe the predicted
patterns of price dispersion driven by mark-up variation. Under oligopsony, ρ1 = ρ2 = 0 and ρ3 > 0
describe the predicted patterns of price dispersion driven by diseconomies of scale. Sellers’ shares
in buyer’s expenditures on a given input and buyer’s downstream industry are irrelevant for prices
under oligopsony, because in this case sellers are viewed as homogeneous by all buyers. Buyer size,
however, effects prices under both market structures: countervailing buyer power under oligopsony
implies a negative effect, while oligopsonistic power of buyers implies a positive effect. Hence,
price elasticities with respect to seller’s share in buyer’s expenditures and buyer size can shed
light on the market-power based mechanisms behind the observed price dispersion to understand
its consequences. Now I discuss the sources of variation that I use to separately estimate these
elasticities.
Conditional on the seller’s share in buyer’s expenditure on a given product, log sJjk (φ), variation
in the buyer size, log mjk (φ), comes from variation in buyer’s output scale determined by firm’s
(exogenous) productivity. It can be seen from the expression from input demand in (8). It shows
that conditional on the components of the seller’s share in buyer’s expenditures on the input,
variation in the buyer’s demand for this input comes from variation in buyer’s productivity, φ. As
discussed, under oligopsony, seller’s share in buyer’s expenditures is irrelevant for prices that are
fully determined by the buyer’s quantity share in a given input market, according to (13).
As alternative proxies for buyer size, I use measures of downstream firms’ performance in their
output markets. Analysis of effects of output trade liberalization on input prices in Section 3.6
suggests entry into exporting and changing in export revenue as a source of buyer-size variation.
Therefore, I additionally estimate the following version of seller’s pricing equation (19):
log pjk (φ) = ρx0 + ρx1 log sJjk (φ) + ρx2 log Ns(φ) + ρx3 log X(φ) + log νjk + ξjk (φ),
average costs, which increase with quantity.
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(20)

where X(φ) =

{

1x (φ), log

∑

}
d (φ)q d (φ) includes an exporting dummy variable equal to
p
s
s
d∈Nd (φ)

one if importing firm φ exports its final products, and (log) sum of firm’s sales across export
destinations. In this specification, analogously, oligopoly implies that ρx1 > 0, ρx2 < 0, and ρ3 < 0,
while oligopsony implies ρx1 = ρx2 = 0 and ρx3 > 0.
In both specifications (19) and (20), variation in seller’s share in buyer’s expenditures, log sJjk (φ),
conditional on buyer size, identifies the effect of buyer’s preferences for a given seller on price. Under
oligopsony, all sellers are viewed as identical (homogeneous) by all buyers, which eliminates this
effect. In contrast, under oligopoly, seller heterogeneity is the source of seller’s market power:
sellers have more market power over buyers with higher preferences for the seller. In theory, buyer
preferences for sellers are captured by a buyer-specific demand shifter for the seller’s product,
δjk (φ). In the data, these preferences can be a result of firms’ contractual relationship and buyer’s
relationship-specific investments in all or some of their suppliers.23
To understand the mechanisms behind observed price dispersion, I estimate specifications (19)
and (20) using transaction-level (FOB) unit values as proxies for prices. In my baseline specifications, I define a market as an HS6 product category, and product varieties as HS8 product codes.
I experiment with different measures of buyer size that are consistent with the model: buyer’s annual quantity (in reported units) imported from a given seller, exporter status, and annual (FOB)
export revenue. I include downstream industries’ fixed effects in place of log Ns(φ) , to control for
differences in input requirements across downstream industries. Last but not least, I use a set
of Seller-HS8-Unit-Year fixed effects24 , and product’s per-unit weight as my baseline proxies for
seller’s marginal costs.

4.2

Baseline empirical results

I now present the results of estimating seller’s pricing function in (19) and (20). Table VI reports my
baseline results and shows that the estimated price elasticities are not an outcome of measurement
error, over-time seller productivity shocks and intra-firm transfer pricing.
23

For example, buyers with preference for a relational rather that spot contracts will have higher shares with all
their suppliers and are predicted to pay higher prices, in line with the findings of Grossi et al. (2019).
24
I identify a seller as a unique combination of the exporting company’s name and country of purchase. Therefore,
different establishments of the same exporting firm located in different countries are treated as different independent
sellers.
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The first column shows that, in line with oligopolistic price discrimination, sellers charge higher
prices to buyers that allocate higher shares of their expenditures on the seller’s product. However,
conditional on the seller share, buyers that purchase in larger annual quantities receive a discount.
Importantly, this discount remains to be significant, even after additionally controlling for the
transaction-level quantity in column (2). It means that the negative price - buyer size relationship
is not entirely driven by transaction-level quantity discounts or economies of scale. Column (4)
confirms that the effect of both transaction size and annual buyer size on prices is not caused by a
measurement error in quantities. It reports the same sizable discounts even after unit values with a
potential measurement error – that are 5 times larger and 5 times smaller than the average in their
(HS8) product category – are removed. In column (3), these discounts are estimated only slightly
smaller in a subsample of transactions invoiced in US dollars, for which exchange-rate differences
at the border across declaration dates are eliminated.
Table VI. Sources of within-seller price dispersion unexplained by measurement error, exchange
rate variation, outliers and intra-firm trade
Dependent Variable:

log Annual Buyer-Seller-HS6 Quantity

(1)
All
-0.097***
(0.009)

log Transaction Quantity

log Transaction Price
(2)
(3)
(4)
All
$-invoiced No outliers
-0.031*** -0.024***
-0.031***
(0.006)
(0.003)
(0.005)

(5)
All
-0.032***
(0.006)

-0.231***
(0.012)

-0.231***
(0.012)

-0.130***
(0.006)

-0.232***
(0.014)

Affiliated parties

-0.197**
(0.091)

log Seller Share in Buyer’s HS6 imports

0.074***
(0.010)

0.070***
(0.009)

0.046***
(0.004)

0.072***
(0.009)

0.071***
(0.009)

log Per Unit Weight

0.471***
(0.022)

0.368***
(0.021)

0.216***
(0.013)

0.354***
(0.031)

0.368***
(0.021)

Constant

3.426***
(0.078)
X
X
2870198
3352
0.948

3.892***
(0.077)
X
X
2870198
3352
0.954

3.716***
(0.043)
X
X
2608238
3327
0.980

3.990***
(0.085)
X
X
1206645
2370
0.957

3.912***
(0.076)
X
X
2870198
3352
0.954

HS8-Seller-Unit-Year
Industry
N obs
N clusters
Adj. R2

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
Robust standard errors clustered at importer- and exporter- levels in parentheses.
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Column (5) shows that the estimated relationship between prices and seller’s share in buyer’s
expenditures and buyer size is independent from intra-firm (transfer) pricing. It reports that,
all else equal, when selling to their affiliated buyers in Paraguay, foreign firms charge them, on
average, 20% less for products in the same narrow (HS8) product category than prices charged
to their arm’s length buyers. However, controlling for the buyer’s affiliation with the seller does
not reduce eliminate price variation with transaction size, buyer size, and seller’s share in buyer’s
expenditures. To uncover market-based mechanisms behind this variation, I focus the rest of my
analysis on arms’ length transactions only.
Further, I explore the role of within-seller product differentiation and quality variation in generating these patterns of within-seller price variation. They can introduce an upward bias into my
estimates if complementarities between firm productivity and input quality imply a positive relationship between buyer size and imported goods’ prices. However, controlling for seller’s product’s
brand in Table VII, I find an insignificant bias generated by brand differentiation within seller-HS8
product category. To limit product differentiation within Seller-HS8-Brand, in column (2) I study
only pricing decisions of foreign manufacturers, who, compared to intermediaries, are less likely
to sell multiple varieties of the same brand. Additionally, in column (3), I focus on prices of only
homogeneous goods with apriori limited scope for product differentiation and quality variation.
Finally, in column (4), I account for differences in production costs and product quality across
seller’s production locations and over time by including the interaction of purchase country, origin
country, and month fixed effects. In all cases I find similar results as in the baseline specification,
which means that the observed price variation cannot be explained by product differentiation at
a more granular level.25 In the Robustness section below, I show this directly in subsamples of
passenger vehicles, for which I can identify product varieties within HS8 product categories.
Overall, estimation results in Tables VI and VII are consistent with a model of oligopolistic
price discrimination, where sellers charge higher prices to buyers which rely on them more and
lower prices to buyers purchasing more due to their larger production scale. However, these buyer25

In a subsample of homogeneous goods, I find that smaller, by absolute value, price elasticities with respect to
buyer size, transaction size, and seller’s share in buyer’s expenditures. This is in contrast to the bias implied by the
productivity - quality complementary hypothesis, but in line with lower market power of firms selling homogeneous
products.
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Table VII. The role of product differentiation/quality variation in within-seller price dispersion
Dependent Variable:
(1)
All
-0.037***
(0.005)

log Transaction Price
(2)
(3)
Producers
Homog
-0.038***
-0.019**
(0.006)
(0.009)

(4)
All
-0.037***
(0.005)

log Transaction Quantity

-0.233***
(0.016)

-0.225***
(0.017)

-0.201***
(0.020)

-0.230***
(0.017)

log Seller Share in Buyer’s HS6 imports

0.069***
(0.008)

0.062***
(0.005)

0.039***
(0.010)

0.063***
(0.008)

log Per Unit Weight

0.344***
(0.022)

0.353***
(0.025)

0.408***
(0.056)

0.353***
(0.025)

Constant

4.257***
(0.078)
X
X

4.274***
(0.085)
X
X

2.059***
(0.149)
X
X

1941468
2465
0.961

1691920
2375
0.962

201578
1052
0.954

4.242***
(0.087)
X
X
X
1759267
2272
0.970

log Annual Buyer-Seller-HS6 Quantity

HS8-Seller-Unit-Year-Brand
Industry
Country-Origin-Month-Year
N obs
N clusters
Adj. R2

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
Robust standard errors clustered at importer- and exporter- levels in parentheses.

size and transaction-size discounts, conditional on the seller’s share in buyer’s expenditure, can be
a result of both seller’s mark-up variation and economies of scale.
In Table VIII, I attempt to separate these two different mechanisms and provide evidence of
both. In the first column, I show how price elasticities of interest change when I control for the
economies of scale in transportation with transaction-level per-kilogram freight costs available in
my data. It results in a reduction of transaction- and buyer- size discounts to a third and price
elasticity with respect to the seller’s share in buyer’s expenditures to three-quarters of their values
in Table VII. Columns (2) - (4) provide some evidence of scale and scope economies in addition to,
rather than in place of, buyer-size and transaction-size discounts. All else equal, sellers charge lower
prices when selling more varieties and in larger quantities on the same (declaration) date and when
delivering the same product (in HS8 category) to fulfill larger annual orders. But this does not
change the extent of transaction-size and buyer-size discounts in a significant way. Therefore, the
observed negative buyer size - price relationship cannot be fully explained by seller’s cost savings
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Table VIII. The role of scale economies in transportation and production in buyer-size discounts
Dependent Variable:
(1)
-0.012**
(0.005)

log Transaction Price
(2)
(3)
-0.030*** -0.022***
(0.005)
(0.008)

log Transaction Quantity

-0.062***
(0.008)

-0.216***
(0.017)

log Freight per Kilo

0.587***
(0.026)

log Annual Buyer-Seller-HS6 Quantity

log Declared HS6 Quantity

-0.233***
(0.016)

-0.027***
(0.006)

log Annual Buyer-Seller-HS8 Quantity

(4)
-0.014*
(0.008)
-0.216***
(0.017)

-0.027***
(0.006)
-0.016*
(0.009)

-0.017*
(0.009)

log Seller Share in Buyer’s HS6 imports

0.047***
(0.005)

0.070***
(0.008)

0.069***
(0.008)

0.070***
(0.008)

log Per Unit Weight

0.734***
(0.018)

0.343***
(0.022)

0.344***
(0.022)

0.343***
(0.022)

Constant

3.382***
(0.047)
X
X
1896427
2452
0.982

4.273***
(0.078)
X
X
1941468
2465
0.961

4.258***
(0.078)
X
X
1941468
2465
0.961

4.273***
(0.078)
X
X
1941468
2465
0.961

HS8-Seller-Unit-Year-Brand
Industry
N obs
N clusters
Adj. R2
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01

Robust standard errors clustered at importer- and exporter- levels in parentheses.

when selling to overall larger buyers.
Results presented so far suggest that sellers vary their mark-ups by charging buyers with a
specific preference for the seller a higher price and giving discounts for purchasing in larger quantities
per transaction and annually. This is consistent with oligopolistic price discrimination when, all else
equal, only larger buyers can get a mark-up reduction by threating to replace seller’s product with
their outside option. This mechanism yields patterns of price dispersion opposite to those implied
by the well-studied complementarity between input quality and firm productivity (ie. Kugler and
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Verhoogen (2012), Blaum et al. (2019), etc.). However, Figure VII shows that the two mechanisms
are not contradicting but complementing each other in explaining price dispersion in a market for
passenger vehicles (HS4 code “8703”).
In this market, seller names allow me to distinguish between cars of two distinct qualities:
new, sold by car manufacturers, and used, sold by resellers. The dashed lines on Figure VII show
that within each of these sub-markets (for used and new vehicles), there is a negative relationship
between buyer size and average price. However, if the quality of cars imported by different buyers
is unknown, the solid line shows no relationship between buyer size in the market for passenger
vehicles and imported vehicles’ prices. The scatter plot of the data suggests that this is because
larger buyers tend to import new vehicles, which have higher quality and higher price than used
ones. It means that unobserved differences in demand for quality of imported products across
buyers introduces an upward (positive) bias to estimates of buyer-size discounts.

Figure VII.
The role of product quality in relationship between importer size and imported goods’ prices in a
market for passenger vehicles
The novel mechanism behind buyer-size discounts proposed in this paper has several important
implications. First, it increases the observed firm heterogeneity by introducing an input price bias
in estimates of firm productivities. Exogenously more productive and hence larger buyers become
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even larger and more productive by negotiating through lower input prices. Second, this mechanism
implies that large buyers downstream have power to countervail the market power of large sellers
upstream. Therefore, larger downstream firms can increase the pass-through of upstream firms’
cost shocks, which is found to be low due to seller market power (ie. Berman et al. (2012), Amiti
et al. (2014)).
In Table IX, I test an implication of countervailing buyer power for the link between exporting
and prices of imported inputs across firms. It implies that a firm’s expansion to (more) foreign
markets generates an increase in its output scale that further allows me to extract discounts from
the firm’s (foreign) input suppliers. To determine how buyers’ exporting revenues are related to
their imported goods’ prices, I estimate specification (20).
Table IX. The effect of buyer size in exporting on prices of imported goods
Dependent Variable:

log Annual Export Revenues

(1)
All
-0.009
(0.015)

log Transaction Price
(2)
(3)
(4)
All
Producers Homogen
-0.028*** -0.027***
-0.024**
(0.006)
(0.008)
(0.011)

(5)
All
0.053**
(0.022)

log Transaction Quantity

-0.164***
(0.011)

-0.168***
(0.011)

-0.166***
(0.011)

-0.194***
(0.024)

-0.194***
(0.013)

log Seller Share in Buyer’s HS6 Imports

0.127***
(0.017)

0.127***
(0.015)

0.133***
(0.021)

0.090***
(0.025)

0.139***
(0.014)

log Per Unit Weight

0.442***
(0.020)

0.447***
(0.020)

0.442***
(0.023)

0.449***
(0.058)

0.449***
(0.019)

Constant

3.538***
(0.188)
X

3.820***
(0.102)
X

3.670***
(0.115)
X

3.231***
(0.242)
X

2.952***
(0.267)

X

X

X

605162
536
0.947

456004
433
0.933

37102
282
0.958

HS8-Seller-Unit-Year
HS8-Country-Unit
Buyer
Industry-Year
N obs
N clusters
Adj. R2

X
562437
539
0.947

X
X
622373
595
0.932

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
Robust standard errors clustered at importer- and exporter- levels in parentheses.

In the first column, I use variation in export revenues across buyers with most of their exports
in the same HS4 industry as a source of buyer-size variation. I find a negative but statistically
insignificant effect of firm’s size in its output market on prices of imported goods. However, using
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within-firm variation in export revenues over time in subsequent columns, I identify a statistically
significant negative relationship between firm’s export revenues and prices of narrowly defined (HS8)
imported goods, conditional on the seller. It means that the initially insignificant result is likely
caused by imprecise assignment of output markets to importers.26 In columns (2) and (3), I focus
on importing manufacturers and homogeneous goods, respectively, to show this relationship is not
identified off importing intermediaries and not an outcome of product differentiation. It implies
that a one percent increase in export revenue, all else equal, is associated with a 0.03% reduction
of imported goods’ prices, on average.
This result is in line with the model’s prediction that an increase in the production scale (e.g.
through trade liberalization) allows downstream firms to get discounts from price discriminating
upstream sellers. However, it is in stark contrast with a positive correlation between imported
goods’ prices and their buyers’ total or export sales, often documented in datasets without seller
information (c.f. Bastos et al. (2018), Blaum et al. (2019)). Interestingly, I find the same positive
relationship and a comparable value of price elasticity with respect to firm’s export sales in a
specification without seller fixed effects in column (5). It means that larger exporters import
their inputs from higher-priced suppliers with potentially higher quality, but receive a discount,
conditional on purchasing the good from the same supplier.
An important implication of this finding is that trade liberalization in firms’ output industries
can improve their measured productivity even without any costly investment in products’ quality.
It suggests a negative buyer-size effect on input prices as a novel mechanism behind a positive link
between exporting and firm productivity documented in multiple studies (c.f. Lileeva and Trefler
(2010), Aw et al. (2008)). Moreover, it implies that larger downstream firms, which were initially
close to threatening their suppliers, benefit more from trade liberalization in their output industry.
These firms’ profits increase not only because of an increase in sales to foreign markets but also
because of a reduction in input prices implied by an increase in output scale.
26

In the Robustness section below, I show that indeed, when more general industry classification is used, buyer-size
quantity discounts are estimated to be larger.
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4.3

Robustness checks

I further test the robustness of my findings to alternative mechanisms of price dispersion in Table X.
The developed framework (equation (8)) suggests that within the same downstream industry, buyers
that purchase more from a given seller, conditional on the seller’s share in their expenditures, do so
because they are more productive. To identifying buyers in the same downstream industry, I have
so far used importer’s main market (HS4 product code) of importing. Alternatively, in columns (1)
and (2), I measure buyer size relative to the average among importers from the same industry in the
Nomenclature of Economic Activities (NACE) and to the buyer’s average in sample, respectively.
In both cases, I find larger buyer-size discounts relative to those found in the baseline specification.
Table X. Sources of within-seller price dispersion with alternative measures of buyer size and accounting for differences in production technologies across buyers
Dependent Variable:
OLS
(1)
-0.292***
(0.017)

log Transaction Price
OLS
IV
(2)
(3)
-0.230*** -0.237***
(0.016)
(0.018)

Reduced
(4)
-0.238***
(0.018)

log Seller Share in Buyer’s HS6 imports

0.350***
(0.080)

0.103***
(0.013)

0.068***
(0.012)

0.062***
(0.012)

log Per Unit Weight

0.299***
(0.054)

0.347***
(0.022)

0.354***
(0.027)

0.354***
(0.027)

log Annual Buyer-Seller-HS6 Quantity

-0.199***
(0.056)

-0.065***
(0.010)

-0.031***
(0.008)

log Transaction Quantity

log Annual Buyer-Seller-HS6 Quantity, Lag
Constant
HS8-Seller-Brand-Unit-Year
Industry
NACE
Importer
N obs
N clusters
Adj. R2
Kleibergen-Paap rk Wald F

5.962***
(0.444)
X
X
245346
32
0.908

4.469***
(0.111)
X
X
1940549
2473
0.961

X
X
1314891
1681
0.217
425.3

I stage
(5)

-0.016***
(0.004)

0.551***
(0.026)

4.157***
(0.087)
X
X

3.544***
(0.182)
X
X

1314891
1681
0.958

1314891
1681
0.986

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
Robust standard errors clustered at importer- and exporter- levels in parentheses.

Importer fixed effects in the second column also allow me to exclude other mechanisms of
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price dispersion not considered in this paper. When downstream firms can charge variable markups in their output markets, then Halpern and Koren (2007) show that larger importers will be
charged higher input prices because their price sensitivity is lower.27 Moreover, under incomplete
contracts, Grossi et al. (2019) show larger downstream firms are more likely to use relational
sourcing strategies and pay higher mark-ups to incentivize suppliers to deliver on aspects not
included in the contract. Finally, if firm productivity is complementary to input quality, then
larger, more productive, downstream buyers, import more expensive goods whose price reflects
their quality. If any of my results were driven by these mechanisms, then including importer fixed
effects would have make some if not all coefficients in Table X insignificant. Instead, I find that
accounting for these mechanisms makes buyer-size discounts larger, which is in line with an upward
bias the discussed mechanisms can introduce to my baseline estimators.
Columns (3) - (5) of Table X address remaining after accounting for product quality time-specific
sources of simulteneity bias in estimation of supply function (19). In column (4), I alternatively use
its lagged by one year level, and find similar buyer-size discounts as in the baseline specification.
Importantly, they are less likely driven by scale economies, because although strongly correlated
as shown in column (5), lagged quantities are not directly related to current seller’s costs. For this
reason and to alleviate time-varying sources of endogeneity, I also instrument current quantities
with their lagged levels. Column (3) shows that this instrumental variable approach yields roughly
the same buyer-size discounts as the baseline specification.
The only alternative explanation for my results that remains to discuss is within-seller product
differentiation in narrow HS8 product categories, unrelated to differentiation by brand. Although it
seems unlikely in case of homogeneous goods, it is possible in case of highly differentiated products,
which comprise a majority of Paraguayan imports. To rule out within-seller product differentiation
as an explanation of my findings, I estimate seller’s pricing equations in (19) and (20) in a subsample
of vehicles, for which I observe the most detailed product characteristics. The estimated coefficients
with their 95% confidence intervals separately for used and new vehicles are displayed in Figure VIII.
I find that, even conditional on vehicle’s model, brand, trim, engine type, size, and year of
27

When larger downstream firms charge higher mark-ups, they become less sensitive to input prices, as they can
pass-through more of their costs to final consumers.
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Figure VIII.
Variation of prices of vehicles across buyers of the same seller, conditional on vehicle’s brand,
model and detailed characteristics
fabrication, sellers offer discounts to their larger buyers of both used and new vehicles. Exporters,
which mostly import used vehicles to Paraguay, also receive a price reduction when importing
the same vehicle, relative to their non-exporting rivals. This certainly cannot be explained by
transaction size and measurement errors in quantities, because each vehicle is reported as a separate
transaction, which makes its (FOB) value equal to its price rather than unit value.
Sellers of used vehicles tend to give out smaller discounts, which is consistent with the fact that
used vehicles are less differentiated than new ones, which, in turn, gives their sellers less market
power to vary prices. In Table A5 in the Appendix, I show that buyer-size discounts are larger for
newer but still used vehicles. Additionally, I find that when new vehicles’ sellers face competition
from less old used vehicles of the same brand, they offer larger discounts to their larger buyers.
This result is consistent with Ellison and Snyder (2010)’s finding that firms give larger discounts if
their products have substitutable alternatives on the market. I investigate the role of competition
on the observed price dispersion in more detail in the next section.

4.4

Heterogeneity across industries and the role of competition

I now show that the documented patterns of price dispersion are not driven by any specific imported products but are rather a common feature of most industries. For that, I estimate seller’s
pricing equation (19) separately for each of 15 industries defined as chapters of HS classification.
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The estimated coefficients on buyer- and transaction- size with their 95-% confidence intervals in
each industry are plotted in Figure IX. Transaction-level prices are strongly negatively related to
transaction size in all industries and to buyer size - in 8 out of 15 industries. Industries with statistically and economically significant buyer-size discounts produce predominantly differentiated goods.
This is then unsurprising that product differentiation gives sellers market power to set prices and
vary them across buyers.

Figure IX.
The relationship between imported goods’ prices and buyer- and transaction-size across industries
To explore the role of market power in buyer-size discounts more formally, I use insights from
industrial organization literature (Shepard (1991), Ellison and Snyder (2010), etc.) and study
how these discounts change with the change in competition among sellers. The first hypothesis
is that, in absence of seller’s market power, the observed price differentials across buyers reflect
only differences in the seller’s marginal costs. Therefore, price differentials should not be affected
by competition among sellers, unless part of these differentials reflect differences in mark-ups.
The second hypothesis is that competition among sellers increases buyer-size discounts if they are
initially driven by larger buyers’ ability to acquire a credible replacement threat. In markets with
only one, monopoly, seller, the costs of finding an alternative supplier are extremely high and
insurmountable even for large buyers. In contrast, in markets with a large number of potential
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suppliers, the costs of finding a replacement are low at least for the larger buyers. Hence, if buyersize discounts reflect seller mark-ups’ variation across buyers with different replacement threats,
then these discounts are predicted to increase with seller competition.
I test both of these hypotheses in Table XI below. In the first column, I use number of sellers
in HS6 product category in year 2013, to measure availability of outside options, and estimate its
affect on buyer-size discounts in subsequent years. Alternatively, in the second column, I study a
concurrent effect of competition on buyer-size discounts. In both cases, I find that in monopolistic
markets, monopolists do not offer any discounts to their large buyers. However, in competitive
environments, an increase in the number of sellers in the market results in an increase in buyersize discounts. This is in line with the Ellison and Snyder (2010)’s hypothesis that large buyers’
replacement threat is only credible in competitive markets.
In columns (3) to (5), I show that this result is not an outcome of endogenous entry of sellers.
For that, in column (3), I instrument the within-HS6 over-time deviations of the number of sellers
with over-time changes of mean most-favored-nations (MFN) import tariffs in HS6 category. The
first-stage regression results in column (5) show that, indeed, this instrument is significantly and
negatively correlated with the number of sellers in HS6 product category exporting to Paraguay.
Moreover, a increase in an import tariff in a product category is associated with a reduction
in buyer-size discounts, as shown in column (4). Because prices in Paraguayan customs data
are reported before payment of import tariffs, their effect on price dispersion is unlikely to come
through channels other than seller competition. As a result, addressing the endogeneity of sellers’
entry problem using this IV yields an even larger effect of seller competition on price dispersion.
Heterogeneity analysis of price determinants across industries suggests at least two general
implications. First, the sensitivity of price dispersion to seller competition confirms that buyer-size
discounts themselves are a result of mark-up rather than cost variation. This is intuitive, because
competitive pressure can only affect prices through seller’s mark-ups rather than marginal costs.
Second, it means that buyers can only countervail their large suppliers in competitive markets.
This is because a replacement threat of larger buyers becomes credible only if there are alternative
sources of supply in a given market.
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Table XI. The effect of seller competition on buyer-size discounts
Dependent Variable:

log Annual Buyer-Seller-HS6 Quantity
× log #Sellers in HS6, 2013

OLS
(1)
0.024
(0.018)

log Transaction Price
OLS
IV
(2)
(3)
0.032
-0.037***
(0.020)
(0.006)

Reduced
(4)
-0.037***
(0.005)

I stage
(5)
-0.002
(0.005)

0.001*
(0.001)

-0.009***
(0.000)

-0.016***
(0.004)

× log #Sellers in HS6

-0.017***
(0.004)

×∆ log #Sellers in HS6

-0.167*
(0.095)

×∆ log Mean MFN Tariff in HS6
log Transaction Quantity

-0.232***
(0.018)

-0.231***
(0.018)

-0.233***
(0.016)

-0.233***
(0.016)

-0.000
(0.000)

log Seller Share in Buyer’s HS6 imports

0.071***
(0.009)

0.070***
(0.009)

0.069***
(0.008)

0.069***
(0.008)

0.000
(0.001)

log Per Unit Weight

0.345***
(0.024)

0.345***
(0.024)

0.344***
(0.022)

0.344***
(0.022)

-0.000
(0.000)

Constant

4.204***
(0.080)
X
X
1663442
2318
0.960

4.190***
(0.080)
X
X
1685168
2324
0.960

4.258***
(0.078)
X
X
1941737
2477
0.961

0.010
(0.036)
X
X
1941737
2477
0.996

HS8-Seller-Brand-Unit-Year
Industry
N obs
N clusters
Adj. R2
Kleibergen-Paap rk Wald F

X
X
1941737
2477
0.211
312.7

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
Robust standard errors clustered at importer- and exporter- levels in parentheses.

5

Conclusions

This paper documents a surprising large variation of prices of narrowly defined products across
buyers of the same seller. Using uniquely detailed product descriptions available in a new customs
dataset, it shows that this variation is unrelated to differences in product quality across buyers.
Instead, a large portion of this price variation is shown to be explained by a negative buyer-size –
price relationship. Importantly, this relationship itself is not entirely explained by scale economies
and intra-firm transfer pricing and is at least partially a result of market power. The developed
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theoretical framework, however, suggests that market power on only one side of the market cannot
explain this pattern of price variation. It shows that standard price discrimination under oligopoly
and variation in buyer power under oligopsony both imply a positive buyer-size – price relationship.
However, this relationship can be reversed under oligopoly when larger buyers have outside options,
which they can use as a replacement threat to get lower prices from their suppliers.
I use transactional level of disaggregation in my data, to identify the negative buyer-size effect
on prices separately from quantity discounts at the transaction level. I find evidence of both
mechanisms in most industries: sellers charge lower prices to larger importers and to importers
shipping products in large quantities at once. By studying differences in buyer-size discounts
across and within industries over time, I show that they are affected by the availability of outside
options in the form of alternative suppliers. I find that in monopolistic markets larger buyers do
not get buyer-size discounts, which is in line with the fact that they have no alternative suppliers to
use as a threat. The documented sensitivity of buyer-size discounts to seller competition confirms
mark-ups variation as their driving force and lends support to the proposed mechanism of larger
buyers’ outside options.
My findings suggest that when buyers are firms rather than final consumers, they can have power
to countervail the market power of sellers. This countervailing power, in turn, alters standard
predictions of firm-to-consumer models used to analyze firm behavior in global markets mostly
consisting of firm-to-firm transactions. First, countervailing power of firms in input markets gives
initially more productive firms an additional advantage over their rivals in output markets. Under
free entry, in the long run, this will result in higher market concentration downstream and higher
mark-ups charged to final consumers. Therefore, countervailing power benefits final consumers if
the implied reduction of firms’ input costs makes up for the increased mark-ups in output markets.
It means that the welfare effect of recent trend towards higher mark-ups and market concentration
depends on whether firms in more concentrated markets can negotiate for better input prices.
Second, when buyers are firms rather than consumers, they can be as important as sellers in
determining the pass-through of global shocks throughout the economy. I show that sellers pass
through more of their cost changes to their larger downstream buyers with countervailing power.
Because, seller competition is necessary for countervailing buyer power, is it expected to increase the
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pass-through of cost shocks along the supply chain. On the other hand, higher market concentration
of firms in downstream markets implies larger average buyer size in their inputs markets and hence
higher pass-through of sellers’ shocks.
Third, when firm size affects its input prices, conditional on quality, scale effects of trade
liberalization imply a new channel of gains from trade. I find that when a firm exports more, it
pays less for the same imported product from the same seller. This is explained through an increase
in firm size due to exporting, which enables it to get a stronger replacement threat and a discount
from the input supplier. Because initially larger firms are more likely to have this threat, they
are the ones who benefit more from trade liberalization through this additional mechanism. To
reconcile it with the positive link between exporting and input quality, I show that larger exporters
import inputs from more expensive sellers, but pay less than smaller exporters buying the same
good from the same seller. Hence, trade liberalization not only enables firms to upgrade their input
quality, but also allows them to lower prices of inputs, conditional on their quality.
In addition, my results contribute to the ongoing debate on the effect of competition on price
discrimination in domestic markets. I provide evidence of the third-degree price discrimination
in the form of buyer-size discounts in intermediate goods’ markets. I show that the extent of
third-degree price discrimination across downstream firms increases with the level of international
competition in upstream markets. These findings provide rationale for intermediaries, various
alliances and endogenous mergers in downstream markets, but predicts them to be successful in
getting lower prices only from sellers in competitive upstream markets.
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A

Appendix

A.1

Data

Textual analysis of firm and brand names
Before cleaning company names reported in Paraguayan customs data, I used them to identify
trade intermediaries on both buyer and seller sides. For that, I used Stata’s regular expressions
(regex) to look for words common for trade intermediaries in their names: export, import, trading,
exportadora, importadora, exp, imp, etc. To identify wholesalers and retailers among Paraguayan
importers, I merged their names with names of Paraguayan companies in the Orbis data, which
reports companies’ main NACE industries. Wholesalers and retailers are firms operating mainly in
2-digit NACE industries ”46” and ”47”, respectively.
To standardize foreign seller names, I first clean the reported names from commonly used legal
abbreviations (Ltd., Limited, Incorportated, LLC, GMBH, Group, Company, Holding, etc), names
of their countries (reported separately in the data) and names of largest world cities. I also removed
word indicators of trade intermediaries (exp, imp, trading, etc.) discussed above.
Then, to correct spelling mistakes in seller names, I calculated a similarity score between every
two cleaned company names, using Stata’s matchit function. This similarity score ranges from 0 to
1, where a score of 1 implies a perfect similarity between two strings, according to the chosen string
matching technique. I started with the strictest token technique, for which I used the threshold
similarity score value of 0.9 to identify the two names as the same. This resulted in clusters of
firms with very similar names, to which I assign a common name. Then to these common names I
sequentially applied other techniques in the order of their strictness: circular fourgram-, threegram, fivegram-, and bigram-. Each time I assigned a common name to firms with a similarity score
above 0.75 and proceeded by matching the resulting names with another method. This procedure
allowed me to substantially reduce the number of unique seller names from 255 278 to 89 365.
I apply the same procedure described above to the reported brand names, in order to clean and
standardize them.
Definitions of regular sellers and brands
I identify a foreign seller with its unique name (cleaned and standardized) and a reported
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Table A1. Product differentiation of goods imported to Paraguay, 2013 - 2018
x̄
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

HS8 categories
Sellers∗
Buyers
Countries
Units
Brands/Seller∗
Origins/Seller∗

6736
10
23
6.3
2.3
3
1.2

std
5%
10% 25% 50%
Product categories (HS8)
147 6630 6630 6641 6660
19
1
1
1
3
49
1
1
2
7
6.6
1
1
2
4
1.6
1
1
1
2
4
1
1
1
1
0.8
1
1
1
1

75%

90%

95%

6826
11
22
8
3
3
1

6996
27
62
15
4
8
2

6996
44
101
20
5
11
2

Notes: “*” denote regular (frequent) sellers or brands defined above.

country from which a good is exported to Paraguay. This way, each location of a multinational
firm is treated as a separate firm. Then I define a regular (or frequent) seller to Paraguay as a
foreign seller with at least 1000 recorded transactions throughout the sample period (2013 - 2018).
For these regular sellers, I manually checked that the variations of each regular seller’s name in the
original data were indeed due to spelling mistakes and that my textual analysis correctly identified
them as the same seller.
I define a regular (or frequent) brand name as a cleaned brand name which appears in at least
300 transactions in my sample. For these regular brands, I also manually checked that a common
brand name assigned to initially differently spelled brands only corrected misspelling in the original
brand names.
Units of measurement
I assigned kilograms to products whose HS6 code is suggested to be reported in kilograms in the
Mercosur Nomenclature. Moreover, I assign kilograms as the units of measurement to transactions,
whose reported unit of measurement is not kilograms but whose commercial quantity was equal
to the reported (gross or net) weight. All other products were assigned the reported unit of
measurement that I cleaned from typos.
Resulting product differentiation
Table A1 provides summary statistics on product differentiation within HS8 product categories
that becomes observable after the application of the textual analysis and data cleaning procedures
described above.
Detection of intra-firm transactions and multinational affiliates
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In absence of an indicator for intra-firm transactions in my data, I infer them from the available
names of transacting firms and brands of transacted products. First, for each transaction, I check
whether a cleaned and standardized seller name appears as a part of an importer’s name. This
way I detect transactions between, for example, “Unilever de Paraguay” and “Unilever de Brazil”,
“Unilever de Uruguay”, “Unilever de Argentina; “Yazaki do Brasil” and “Yazaki de Paraguay”;
“Tetra Pak” and “Tetra Pak Paraguay”. Secondly, I check whether a cleaned and standardized brand
name appears as a part of an importer’s name. The idea behind this step is that a foreign seller will
not be producing a product under its buyer’s name unless they are in the long-term relationships
that potentially involve common ownership. This helps me identify transactions between related
parties whose names do not have anything in common. And finally, I identify as intra-firm trade
transactions between firms with common ownership, according to the information available in the
Orbis ownership data. As a result of this procedure, around 6% of all import transactions in
Paraguayan customs data are classified as intra-firm transactions.
Furthermore, I define an importer as a multinational affiliate if it has intra-firm transactions
with at least one foreign seller to Paraguay. Analogously, I define a foreign seller as a multinational
affiliate if has at least one intra-firm transactions in Paraguay.
Definitions of industries
In absence of information on importers’ domestic activities, I classify them into industries based
on their main products of importing and exporting at HS 4-digit level of disaggregation. To find an
importer’s main category of importing, I followed Kugler and Verhoogen (2012) and first aggregated
the importer’s expenditures across all years from transaction-level to the HS 5-digit level. Then I
chose the HS5 category with the greatest share in total imported value and used its first 4 digits as
an importer’s industry code. Notice that the resulting industry categories do not change over time
within an importer. This industry classification is based on the assumption that firms in the same
output industry import similar goods and allocate their expenditures across imported products in
a similar way.
Alternatively, for importers that also appear in Paraguayan export transactions, I determined
their output industries based on the main product category in exporting. For that, I first aggregated
each importer’s export revenues across all years from transaction level to the HS 5-digit level. Then
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I chose the HS5 category with the greatest share in total export revenue for each firm and used its
first 4 digits as an importer’s output industry code. These industry codes also do not vary over
time within an importer, and are based on the assumption that firms’ mainly export their core
products.
Finally, for a small subsample of Paraguayan importers that I identified in the Orbis data, I
use their main NACE industry code as their output industry.
Textual analysis of commercial descriptions
Importers are obliged to provide non-generic product descriptions in a free format. To achieve
some standardization of them, I first clean them of all information that is provided separately:
seller names, countries of purchase, countries of origin, brand names, quantities (in numbers and
in words), units of measurement, and weight. I also removed all Spanish, Portuguese and English
articles and propositions, and verbs such as “includes”, “contains”, etc. Table A2 provides examples
of cleaned company names, brand names, and product descriptions.
Table A2. Examples of cleaned and standardized brands and commercial descriptions of imported
products in the Paraguay’s customs data (translated from Spanish)
HS code
32149000
32149000
33021000
33021000
33051000
33051000
33051000
84833029
84833029
87019490
87019490
87019490

Seller
Autocolor LTDA
Autocolor LTDA
Bebidas Refrescantes
Bebidas Refrescantes
Euro 2000 SA
Euro 2000 SA
Euro 2000 SA
Data Tech Inc
Data Tech Inc
Agco Maq Agricola
Agco Maq Agricola
Agco Maq Agricola

Description
Mortar type ACI 20 kg bag
Mortar type ACI 20 kg bag
Acid solution colorants
Aspartame
Shampoo Keratin Lift x 960cc
Shampoo Nutrition 960cc
Shampoo Retention 960cc
Vehicle bearings
Vehicle bearings
Tractor model A990 4x4 yellow 2017
Tractor model A750 4x4 yellow 2017
Tractor model BM110 4x4 yellow 2017

Brand
Votorantim
Quartzolit
Coca-Cola
Coca-Cola
Question Professional
Question Professional
Question Professional
Ford
Toyota
Valtra
Valtra
Valtra

This conservative cleaning procedure ensures that after its application most potentially relevant
product information is not removed. However, it does not take into account the fact that different
importers can use different words or use them in a different order to describe the same product
characteristics. I address this problem in a subsample of passenger vehicles (HS4 code “8703”), for
which relevant product characteristics are known.
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For passenger vehicles, I use Stata’s regular expressions to find word indicators for used cars
(“used”, “usado”, etc.), manual and automatic cars (“mec”, “mt”, “mecanica”, “automatica”, etc.),
diesel and gasoline cars (“diesel”, “naftero”, “gasolina”, etc.), flexible fuel cars (“flex”, “flex fuel”,
etc.), sedan and hatchback car models (“sedan”, “sdn”, “hatch”, etc.). I extract information on
vehicles’ years of fabrication and calculate car ages as a difference between transaction’s year and
the identified year of fabrication. Additionally, some brands have indicators for a turbo engine
(TDI, TFSI, etc.) and luxury trims (GLS, GL, LTZ, etc.) that I can extract and use as measure
of car quality. These vehicle characteristics are summarized in Table A3.
Table A3. Vehicle characteristics extracted from product descriptions in Paraguayan customs data
x̄

std

med

Used

0.62

0.49

1

Car age

9.4

9.0

11

Diesel

0.29

0.45

0

Flexible fuel

0.09

0.29

0

Manual

0.29

0.46

0

Luxury trim

0.02

0.14

0

Turbo engine

0.01

0.1

0

Sedan

0.50

0.50

0

Weight

1295

20994

1133

Definition of a shipment
Paraguayan customs data is reported at a transaction level. I define a shipment at a more
aggregated level as a unique combination of seller’s name, buyer’s identifier and declaration date.
When doing so, I assume that all products shipped from a buyer to the seller on the same date
belong to the same shipment. Table A4 reported summary statistics of thus identified shipments.
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Table A4. Shipment characteristics in Paraguayan import data, 2013 - 2018

A.2

x̄

std

med

# Transactions/Declaration Date

7.2

17.1

3

# HS8/Declaration Date

4.9

9.6

2

Gross Weight, ton/Declaration Date

43.0

410

6.5

Freight cost, ’000 $/Declaration Date

6.0

31.1

1.9

FOB Value, ’000 $/Declaration Date

89.3

383

24.7

# Declaration Dates/Buyer-Year

13.8

30

3

# Transactions/Buyer-Year

98.8

532

7

Theory

Input prices under oligopoly
Under oligopoly, seller k of input j solves the following profit maximization problem:

∫

(
pjk (φ) −

πjk =

mjk (φ)1/γj w
1/γj

)
(21)

mjk (φ)dφ

ak

φ∈Ωjk

where Ωjk denotes a set of buyers purchasing product j from upstream firm k. Since in this environment buyers are price takers, they determine their demand for input j from a cost-minimization
problem taking its price as given. Solving the first-order conditions separately for each buyer yields
a buyer-specific price as a product of seller’s costs and mark-up in (7). The mark-up, in turn, is a
function of the elasticity of input demand in (8). This input demand function is derived from the
buyer’s cost minimization problem:

min

mj,k∀j,k

Nm
∑

pjk mjk

(
∑

subject to

k=1

ηj −1
ηj

)

δjk (φ)mjk

ηj
ηj −1

≥ ms (φ),

k=1

where ms (φ) is aggregate demand for inputs in sector s. The solution to this problem is
(
nj

mjk (φ) = δjk (φ)

pjk (φ)
Pj (φ)
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)−ηj
ms (φ),

where Pj (φ) ≡

(∑

)

Nm
ηj 1−nj (φ)
n=1 δjk (φ) pjk

1
1−nj

is input j’s price index faced by downstream buyer

φ. The aggregate demand for inputs from sector s is, in turn, a solution to the following costminimization problem:


∑

min
ms (φ)∀s

Pj (φ)ms (φ)



subject to

j∈Ns

∑


mj (φ)

θs −1
θs



θs
θs −1

≥ Ms (φ),

(22)

j∈Ns

where Ms (φ) is the aggregate quantity of material inputs purchased by buyer φ. Solving this
problem yields

(
ms (φ) =

where Js (φ) ≡

(∑

1−θs
j∈Ns Pj (φ)

)

1
1−θj

Pj (φ)
Js (φ)

)−θs
(23)

Ms (φ),

is the material inputs’ price index faced by buyer φ. It

depends on the aggregate demand for material inputs, Ms (φ), which is a solution to the firm’s
problem of choosing between material inputs and labor to minimize its costs:

min
L,Ms (φ)

wL + Js (φ)Ms (φ)

subject to

φLαs s Ms1−αs (φ) ≥ qs (φ),

where qs (φ) is the demand for firm’s φ product in its output industry s in (2). Plugging the solution
to this problem into (23), and then (23) into (A.2) yields the derived demand for input j from firm
φ in (8):

mjk (φ) = δjk (φ)ηj φσs −1 pjk (φ)−ηj Pj (φ)ηj −θs Js (φ)(1−αs )(1−σs )+θs −1 As ,
Pj (φ) ≡

(N
m
∑

1
) 1−n

1−nj

δjk (φ)ηj pjk


j

(φ)

, Js (φ) ≡ 

n=1

As ≡

βs EPσs s −1

∑



1
1−θj

Pj (φ)1−θs 

j∈Ns

(

σs
σs − 1

)−σs (

w
1 − αs

)αs (1−σs )
αs1−(1−αs )(1−σs )

As in Atkeson and Burstein (2008), oligopolists internalize the effect of their pricing decisions
on their downstream buyers’ costs when calculating the elasticity of their input demand in (8).
Log-linearizing this derived demand and then taking the derivative with respect to log pjk (φ) then
yields input demand elasticities in (9). They are functions of seller’s share in buyer’s input j ex54

penditures and in buyer’s total expenditures on material inputs, sJjk (φ) ≡
sM
J (φ) ≡

∑ Pj (φ)mj (φ)
,
j∈Ns Pj (φ)mj (φ)

pjk (φ)mjk (φ)
∑Nm
n=1 pjk (φ)mjk (φ)

and

respectively.

Input prices under oligopsony
Under oligopsony, input buyer φ chooses material inputs and labor, to solve the following profitmaximization problem:

πs (φ) = ps (φ)qs (φ) − wLs (φ) −

∑

(24)

pj (mj (φ))mj (φ),

j∈Ns

subject to the final consumers’ demand in (2), downstream technology in (3) - (5), and internalizing
the effect of an increase in input quantity on sellers’ average costs pj (mj (φ)) =

wmj (φ)1/γj −1
a1/γj

.

Using (2), and (3) - (5), it can be re-written as a function of input quantities and their prices
as:

1

πs (φ) = βs EPs σs φ

σs −1
σs

αs σsσ−1
s

Ls

Ms (φ)(1−αs )

σs −1
σs

− wLs −

∑

pj (mj (φ))mj (φ)

j∈Ns

As in Berger et al. (2019), I first solve firm’s problem maximization problem with respect to
labor:
Ls (φ) = Λs φ̃M̃s1−αs ,
)

(
where Λs ≡

1

σs
wαs (σs −1)

1
−1
αs ( σ s
σs −1)

1−1/σs

1−1/σs
σs −1
σs

, φ̃ ≡ φ 1−αs (1−1/σs ) , and M̃s (φ̃) ≡ Ms (φ) 1−αs

.
1
(βs EPs σs −1 ) σs
Plugging it in the oligopsonist profit function in 24), yields the profit function net of labor
1
(
)
−αs (1−1/σs ) 1−αs (1−1/σs ) .
expenses in (12), where Ãs ≡ (1 − αs ) (βs EPσs s −1 )1/σs σsσ−1
(w/α
)
s
s

Input prices under oligopoly with countervailing buyer power.
Countervailing buyer power can arise in oligopoly when buyers are allowed to choose the number
of suppliers that purchase an input from before inquiring sellers for their prices. Therefore, when
making their pricing decisions, sellers internalize their effect on buyers’ decision to introduce a rival.
Buyers will find it profitable, when their profits from having multiple suppliers (denoted with “””)
exceed their profits when purchasing from only one supplier (denoted with “”):
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′

πs (φ) = βs EPσs s −1

′′

πs (φ) = βs EPσs s −1

(

(

σs
σs − 1

σs
σs − 1

)1−σs

)1−σs

φσs −1

φσs −1

(

(

w
1 − αs

w
1 − αs

)αs (1−σs ) (

)αs (1−σs ) (

′′

′

Js (φ)
αs

Js (φ)
αs

)(1−αs )(1−σs )

)(1−αs )(1−σs )

These profit functions are derived using that, as in the Melitz (2003), πs (φ) =
downstream firm’s mark-up,
(
)α s
Js (φ)
1
w
φ 1−αs
αs .

σs
σs −1 ,

− fj w

ps (φ)qs (φ)
,
σs

constant

and its marginal costs under production function in (3) - (6)

′′

′

Re-arranging the condition that πs (φ) > πs (φ) results in condition in (14), where Bs ≡
(
)1−σs (
)αs (1−σs )
(σ −1)(1−αs )
βs
σs
w
σs −1
EP
αs s
.
s
σs
σs −1
1−αs
To interpret this condition (14), I use insights from Feenstra (1994) and re-write the change in
buyer’s marginal costs after adding suppliers of input j as28
J′′s (φ)
=
J′s (φ)

(

p′′jk (φ)

)ωj′′ (φ)

p′jk (φ)

(

′′

′′
sJjk (φ)

) ωj (φ)
ηj −1

,

(25)

′′

sJjk (φ) is a share of seller k in buyer’s expenditures on input j defined in (9); and ωj′′ (φ) is a
Sato-Vartia (log-change) weight defined as:
(

) (
)
′′
M ′ (φ) / log sM ′′ (φ) − log sM ′ (φ)
sM
(φ)
−
s
j
j
j
j
( M ′′
) (
)
ωj′′ (φ) ≡ ∑
′
′′
M
M
M′
i∈Ns si (φ) − si (φ) / log si (φ) − log si (φ)
The first component on the right-hand side of (25) reflects the reduction in seller k’s price of
input j after the buyer adds other suppliers of that input, while the second component takes into
account a positive effect of the growth of input varieties on buyer’s productivity. When a buyer
starts purchasing an input from multiple suppliers, then seller k’s share in buyer’s expenditures on
′′

that input falls from one to sJjk (φ) < 1, and the larger this reduction, the larger the variety gains of
productivity for the buyer. Unsurprisingly, these variety gains disappear when seller differentiation
28

Here I follow Amiti et al. (2020) in assuming that a buyer’s taste for a given seller in an input market does not
depend on the number of sellers the buyer sources this input from.
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within industry goes down or, in other words, when their products become perfectly substitutable
(ηj → +∞).
Pass-through of seller cost shocks into prices
As shown in (18), under oligopoly and constant marginal costs (γj = 1), pass-through of seller’s
cost into buyer’s prices depends on the mark-up elasticity with respect to price, Γjk (φ). Using the
expression for an oligopolistic mark-up in (7), it can be further re-written as:

Γjk (φ) ≡

∂ζjk pjk
pjk
=
∂pjk ζjk
ζjk

d log µjk (φ)
∂ζjk (φ) pjk (φ)
1
=
d log pjk (φ)
ζjk (φ) + 1 ∂pjk (φ) ζjk (φ)

{
(ηj − θs )

∂sJjk
∂pjk

∂sJjk
∂pjk

=

∂sJjk sM
J
∂pjk

+ (θs − 1 + (1 − αs )(1 − σs ))

∂sJjk sM
J

}

∂pjk

(1 − ηj )sJjk (1 − sJjk )
pjk

=

∂sJjk
∂pjk

J
sM
J + sjk

∂sM
J
,
∂pjk

∂sM
M J ∂Pj 1
J
= (1 − θs )sM
J (1 − sJ sjk )
∂pjk
∂pjk Pj

∂Pj 1
η −η η −1
= δjkj pjk j Pj j
∂pjk Pj
where I omitted buyer index φ from buyer-specific variables, for conciseness. Sequentially plugging in these expressions one into another starting from the last one yields the following expression
for the buyer’s input demand elasticity with respect to price:
{
}
J
J
(ηj − θs )(1 − ηj )sJjk (1 − sJjk ) + (θs − 1 − (σs − 1)(1 − αs )) sJjk sM
(1 − sJjk )(1 − ηj ) + (1 − sM
∂ζjk pjk
J
J sjk )sjk (1 − θs )
=
∂pjk ζjk
ζjk

It is positive, because ηj > θs > σs > 1 imply that all components in the numerator are negative
and input demand elasticity ζjk (φ) in denominator is negative too. It means that mark-up elasticity
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with respect to price, Γjk (φ) is negative, because ζjk (φ) + 1 is negative, which can be seen from:
J
M
ζjk (φ) + 1 = (θs − ηj )(1 − sJjk ) + (θs − 1)(sJjk (φ)sM
jk (φ) − 1) − (1 − αs )(σs − 1)sjk (φ)sjk (φ) < 0

Therefore, because Γjk (φ) < 0, the pass-through of seller’s cost shock

1
1−Γjk (φ)

< 1 is less than

complete. It becomes less complete when, all else equal, seller’s share in buyer’s expenditures on
input j, sJjk (φ), increases. To see this, notice that ζjk (φ)(ζjk (φ) + 1) > and decreases in seller’s
share in buyer’s input expenditures on j, if sJjk (φ) < 0.5 At the same time,

∂ζjk
∂pjk pjk

< 0 becomes

more negative when sJjk (φ) increases, all else equal. It means that, if sJjk (φ) < 0.5, all else equal,
Γjk (φ) becomes more negative when sJjk (φ) increases. This, in turn, results in lower pass-through
of seller’s shocks to buyers with higher share of expenditures spent on the seller’s product.
When buyers can choose the number of suppliers of each input, then all else equal, overall
larger, more productive downstream buyers are more likely to have multiple suppliers. Larger
buyers then allocate lower shares of their expenditures to each of their suppliers. Because of their
lower expenditures shares with each supplier, they experience a higher pass-through of seller’s cost
shocks as discussed above.
In contrast, as shown in (16), under oligopsony, pass-through of seller’s costs into buyer’s prices
are determined by the elasticity of buyer’s input demand with respect to price, Ψj (φ). Using the
expression for the input demand in (12) in the definition of this elasticity yields:
[
]
d log mj (φ)
d log nj (φ)
1 −1
Ψj (φ) ≡
=
−
,
d log pj (φ)
d log mj (φ) θs
where nj (φ) =

1
1+(1/γj −1)

mj (φ)
Mj

denotes an oligopsonistic mark-down. This mark-down is constant

and equal to γj < 1 under CES production function in the upstream sector assumed in (6). In
this case, Ψj (φ) = −θs < 0 is also constant, implying a constant incomplete pass-through of
d log pj (φ)
d log τl

=

1
1+θs (1/γj −1)

< 1.

When input supply elasticity is not constant, then oligopolistic mark-downs are not constant
across buyers, but increasing in buyer’s share in the input market, mj (φ)/Mj . It means that
buyers’ mark-downs adjust in response to seller’s costs resulting in a non-constant pass-through.
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Mark-down elasticity with respect to price can be written as:
(
d log nj (φ)
=−
d log mj (φ)

1
γj

−1

)

mj (φ)
M

(

1+

1
γj

(

m (φ))

j
1− M
j
)
mj (φ)
−1
M

)
<0

Because γj < 1 under this market structure, this mark-up elasticity is negative and varies with
√
√
mj (φ)/Mj . Its absolute value increases in mj (φ)/Mj if mj (φ)/Mj < γ j /( γ j + 1) and decreases
√
√
in mj (φ)/Mj if mj (φ)/Mj > γ j /( γ j + 1). Therefore, for relatively small buyers, an increase in
mj /Mj makes Ψj (φ) less negative, and thus implies a higher pass-through of seller’s cost shocks
into prices in (16). In contrast, for relatively large buyers, an increase in mj /Mj makes Ψj (φ) more
negative, and thus implies a lower pass-through of seller’s cost shocks into prices in (16).

A.3

Additional results
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Table A5. Within-seller variation of vehicle’s prices, conditional on detailed product characteristics
Dependent Variable:

Log Seller’s Share
Log Annual Buyer-Seller Quantity

New
(1)
0.010
(0.007)

log Transaction Price
Used
New
(2)
(3)
0.020***
0.013*
(0.003)
(0.007)

Used
(4)
0.018***
(0.003)

-0.011**
(0.005)

-0.007***
(0.002)

-0.030***
(0.005)

× Average Used Brand’s Age

-0.049**
(0.019)
0.003**
(0.001)

× Car Age
Log Car weight

0.002***
(0.000)
0.015
(0.013)

0.027***
(0.008)

0.015
(0.013)

0.027***
(0.008)

-0.016***
(0.005)

-0.042***
(0.002)

-0.016***
(0.005)

-0.053***
(0.003)

0.011
(0.013)

0.012
(0.008)

0.012
(0.012)

0.012
(0.008)

-0.082***
(0.012)

0.034
(0.033)

-0.081***
(0.012)

0.033
(0.033)

Sedan car

0.031**
(0.014)

-0.168***
(0.058)

0.031**
(0.014)

-0.166***
(0.058)

Log Declared Quantity

-0.002*
(0.001)

0.005*
(0.003)

-0.002*
(0.001)

0.005*
(0.003)

Flex-fuel car

0.019**
(0.008)

0.019**
(0.008)

Turbo engine

-0.008
(0.047)

-0.006
(0.047)

Luxury car

0.120***
(0.017)

0.120***
(0.017)

Constant

9.396***
(0.098)
X
X
71035
28
0.987

Car age
Diesel car
Manual car

HS8-Seller-Brand-Model-Year
Industry
N obs
N clusters
Adj. R2

8.088***
(0.057)
X
X
251042
860
0.744

* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01
Robust standard errors clustered at importer level in parentheses.
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9.430***
(0.102)
X
X
70550
28
0.987

8.213***
(0.059)
X
X
251042
860
0.744
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